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The Bethlehe·m·Asylum

. ·\

The BeWehem Asylum will ta, two years, the Catacombs ries too late to be potent.
be presented in a free manager, capes ,and . c~ps, Boston Conservatory School of
"soundsations" concert Thurs• vampires and virgins, rock_ • Music, Berkley Graduate,
day evening at 8 p.m. in t!te guitarJst;. no drum~er; final•· New York black Repertory
Thea:tre, foreign film scores
Theatre. The free event is · ly finds;li'.inJey, finds bass.
. . . by scores. Masters in mat.•
· ., ,
sponsored by the University
SONGWBITER,.FOR Laurie . ters, mostly Musical, ~ e in
Center.
Records. ·-Sm~ not little, s~arch of Reyolution, met
.
'
The ,group ~escnbes them· ioves a · challenge but. hates Neiman; All .the· same, any~
.
ptessure 'and loves perfection, wa,y.
selves:
Helm-no helm . Mt Buddy,
DEVER.GENT EMOTIONS ,- this· is only one thing and
• • • conflict · • • • harmony- l~~ves no room.for·being free, gentle discrete - on all but.
• • • purity. Life is a river ev_U, goo(}, mdiff~ren~. These DRUMS~ Knows left is right"
••• love as a pool ••• uncir- things 1:D0stIY· nus~d1erstood _. and right is- wrong, but an .
· .cumspect • • • free • • • folk, ~cause Y0W: heads · very con~ · apolitical apollo. . Pisces . or
jass, jazz. Eastern rock neu- fused. It JS · !ery under- Aquarius, · depends · on the
tfal insanity, Neiman, Helm, . ~din_g cl;lld ~oticeable when chart. On ~s own he's mildly
Finley, Christian; Bethlehem m -mUSic -or wtth people W:h0~ insane, with the rest of Bethheads b~end as one. This 18 lehem Asylum . he's Buddy.
·
Asylwn.
Studio musician with ABC ParNeiman Jiin, dark skies fol- Danny Finley.
Christian'.<:hristain to all, amount and Laurie. Heaviest
low him, , torment forms be~
bind bis non-lined fa"-e. Atlan- Robert to himself♦ - Two Centu- _when light.

· Poor ·Peoples Theatre
'The Poor People's Theatre
from'. . New York City will be
pres~nted in a free production
o( "Beautiful Dreamer'.' · Saturday· night at 8:30. in the
Theatre.
. . !.

"

~

. The performanc~ .is cosponsored by -the Florida Center for the Arts and the·.De•
partment of Theatre Arts in
. co-operation with Woolfe Cent~r and the Re.J. Ben Berry of
the Tampa· Inner City Parish,
and the ·Rev•.Roger Robbenolt
of tlie First United Church of
Tampa.
The production will also be
presented Sunclay at 4 p.m. at
St.. Paul's United Methodist
~ hurch.

. '~BE:4.UTIFUL DREAMJlt"

.. .

is a production depicting the
struggles of Dr. Martin Luther King in the civil rights,
movement across the country.
Accordfng to a releq.se, the
Poor People's Th~tre has existed since early May of 1968
" on our own limited resources, on modest donations
from audiences . .. • and on
the hospitality of pla<:es such·
as Riverside Church (of New
York) which offers us free rehearsal space week-day evenings."
The play "serves as a living
memorial to a man who
sought justice and relief for
the poor and oppressed .P~· .
ples of the world. We wish our
first project to be a -pilgrimage of " Beautiful Dreamer"

through the South. If a second
and third phase of such a tout
becomes feasible, we will play
in · the riot-torn cities across
the country antf finally to European and Afrjcan audiences."
Former Pennsylvania Gov.
William Scranton said of
"Beautiful · D ream er," "I
think it would benefit every
person in America to have
seen and heard it. In fact, it
would help it all were to see it
many tim~.,,'
The ·company was founded
in the spring of 1968 by Scott
Cunningb~ and Trish Van
Devere. It numbers 20 black,
white, -. Mexican, and Chinese
ranging in age- from 14 to 28.

·,

SEE-WORKSHOPPER

INSIDE

A glimpse . into the future of 'The Univer•
· sity of Sooth Florida. is in, Section B of today's Oracle. Entitled The Worksbopper, the
section was written and designed entirely by
high school jonrnalisin advisers 'who ,were on
campus the last two weeks taking an in•
t.ensive brush up course on school newspapers and year books.
JULY

FLORIDA
iJ~IVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA, TAMPA,
I•.

.

·USF Faculty Senate
Stopped ,By AHen
.

.. ...

-of 'Student -Af.
fairs• H~rbert J. Wunderlich
~d Monday that alleged
raj~e cuts Qf five USF professor's ..i;ala~fes-bad nqt yet been

To
CQmmittee
..
..
P,obe·.·.Case .
O:f,· Ste·ven··so·n
'

1969

ALLEN CITES EXISTING~-BODIES

·. ADMINl$TRAJION SAYS .·.
J·HERE WERE .NO -AXED ·:
., .·'PAYROI.L RAiSES ·HERE .
Vice: -Pri!s.

?,

discussed by USF's policymaking executive committee,
ma.de -up qf Pres. John · S.
Allen and his th~ vice p~si/.
dent~.
Wunderlich said · there is
nothing to the charg~, ma_cle
by Dr. Graham Solomons, associate professor of chemistry,
and president of · the: USF
chapter of the American Association of University ' Profes- :

.

,

..

.

.

,

~

sors -(AAUP), untittl;ie~USF's
budget for 1969-70 has been finaliz~ ID: early September.
_
_
. _
~-A non-partisan St u_.d en t ·. SOLOMONS STATED last '
Committee has been . formed ' week that he and adea'st four
to..,b~gin .probing the case of other professors have been
Agietj.~n Idea Professor Rob- · denied -raises because-·of their
e~ .S ~ven~n by Student Gov- suppor:t'of student'cauks.
William s. Ghambers Jr.,
e~ent _Presi~e~ ~eve An·-::: dean-- of ~ universitj ·relations -·gerson.
. Stevenson, a non-tenured said the budget, including pro:
profe~s~r and citizen of Iran, fessor;s salaries, is now under
,.
. was' officially ·terminated as discussion and will not. be finan employee at USF by Pn?si- ished until it is sent to the -~ [W.:t
chancellor of the s1:a;te ._Uni··
verslty Sy~tem between Au15.
and
1
gust
' Meetit,g Today
From the~, h~ said, it -~i!l
.A joint Jl!eeting between 'f he
sent to_the Board of Rebe
Amerias.n .;\ssociation of Uniand finally ;to the State
gents
. vel'Sity Professors (AA-UP)
and· stu~nts concerning "the Budget Commission before reand relat.ed · turning in· its approved form
Stevenson
thb University in Sep~-m!Ltters," ·was announced for to
·
ber.
The
topay at 2 p.m. in Univei:sity
TAMPA TIMES ·reporter
Center 252 by St.eve Anderson,
president of the Stud~nt Gov• Dorothy Henriques acting · on
ernment.
. a tip from The Oracle, report' .'All-interested students are ed last week _Allen would not
et!_~~ to attend,".Ander- discuss the matter, confining
.·sqn said.
onehis . comment to
sentence statement which
Chambers read' toher:
"Some faculty salaries are
dent . John Allen effective in
FRANK FAINE
June of 1970. The reason for still under discussion."
Staff Writ.er
Wunderlich said he knew of
.termination was not given
·A pl~ to accelerate and
the pay cut charges but that
·
by Allen:
Anderson . said; "The infor- the particular professors Solo- clarify USF's progress toward
mation· we have .received so moils named were not being . equal an'd . full opportunities
for· all, has been approved by
.
far has . been confusing and singled out.
Miss Henriques reported t h e University Executive
vague. We need a group of unbiased students who have no Dr. Russell M. Cooper, dean Committee.
involvement .in this particular . of the College of Liberal Arts; '
This action, called the Afcase to ,sift throu~h . the facts said that four professors in firmative Action Plan, is .
and produce an accurate re- his college had so far been being correlated with similar
port · of : what-. really -hap- given "token raises" or none action being taken' throughout
the State University System.
.
,:
at all.
.
pened."
COOPER SAID the prQThe committee will be headIN A STATEMENT ISSUED
ed by Tom Driggei:5, SG ~ec- fessors he had requested highby-i;>res. John S. Allen to ·ad·
-retary of academic affa1rs, er salaries for were Solomons
~d will inclu~e Larry -Got . Dr. James A. Gould, chair~ ministrative heads and department chairmen, he said:
win, John Martm and· Eugene
"The University of South
(See PAY, Page 3)
·· ·
'
G:old.

Pres. John S, Allen all but for additional comment.
Setirios A. Bairber, political
put a damper on the Political
Science Dep~ment's Fa,culty science instructor, who has
. Senate· proposal .last week by been active with the senate
issuing a statement conclud- proposal, said that despite til~
ing USF would be "ill- fact Allen has _the power to
advised" to add the body to make the decision otl the prothe University advisory struc- .... posal, "the laws give to no
man· the power to speak for
,
ture.
The Political Science De- tjle faculty as to whether it is
partmept bad submitted· the adequately represented by the
petition to Allen three weeks existing struct_ure; only the
ago asking for .the · establish- faculty can ~swer that." _ . ·
Barber said 221 "responsi
ment of the senate "ill order
that the ,University of South ble men and women who rep:
Florida might improve _ its . resent every' i,;hade of cam. _ :potenti_~ for:. community ser• ,.JlUS~:op~o!lt", si~~ the pe-

of conservatism," he said.

. DR. JAMES A. GOULD,
chairman-professor, philoso- ·
phy, also a member of. the
University Senate and who
signed the Faculty Senate
proposal said, "I have alway.;
found it difficult to understand why an all-University
Senate considers only faculty
(See ALLEN, Page 6)

su·rvey'·Exam';

0

.

.
. . ,.;;,. - _

.

·
- ~·

~ DeaJ,1,•n,·e-.-se·f

• . ~_- vi~n st:~.- :. ; : a~~iti9/ ~:;~;is~~=~~ ;t:a!~ -of such a formal advisory pus d1ss1dents, he said.
Barber said be hoped ·Allen
' body to an already complex
advisory structure would du- will meet with faculty "for a
plicate conversations, deliber- candid exchange of views,"
ations and recommendations before he makes his final depresently b e i n g accom- cision.
}J Jnly 18 i~ the deadlin,e
plished in every aspect of Uni"IF WE ARE GOING to ' for applying for the Surtey
versity affairs."
keep the respect of our stu- ~W of College Achievements
th at dents and the community at f_ti Exa~tion, required ~
BE CONTINUED
"the voices and opinions of all large," Barber· add~d, "we ·@ all graduating seniors -in
the coll~ges of. Libera.~ Arts
elements of the -University must show some · respect for
\ . :.: \5-)1-*, .·
\
~ and Basic Studies.
·
community are beard and each other.';
Wi The examination is sched~
taken into account," through
Poor Peoples Th.e atre :
Dr. Charles Arnade, profesnled for A u g. 5 ·at
the University Senate, an ad- sor, American Idea1 said a
.
Saturday Night
6:30 ~-m, and Au~. 6 at. ~
visory body . comprise4 o( Faculty Senate would be a
elected,· voting members from · mistake. He said the idea had ,Ji p.m. ID the PhySlcs Audi.
.
the faculty, student body and not worked : successfully at *{ torium.
t,o'
expecting
students
AH
· st~ff. Allen pointed out , the' other universities and would
0 graduaf.e this q U 8, r t e 'i
faculty is the largest group be a detriment here.
,
should register for the exwithin the senate.
member
a
is
who
Arnade,
~\ith the. Offi~
amination
"The -University of South
said
Senate,
Uniyersity
the
of
Sernces m
Evaluation
of
WJ
Florida is historically ahead of
what is needed is a stronger, ~-- the Science Cent.er 207 or
democratizing
current
the
Florida hereby resolves tQ these opportunities or lack the
more flexible University Sen•
call ext. 741 or 7'12.
~ontinue and pursue,a positive specific qualifications and the trend," he stated. ·
,
bastion
a
is
faculty
"The
ate.
''Besides University Senate
aggressive course to acc~ler- degree of motivation needed
Allen added,
representation,"
the
of
ate the inclusion of .Negroes to take advantage
and other .minority persons... opportunities truly : open to "our faculty is represented
on every single university
•
into the total University stnic- : ' tirem. . '
committee - thus having a
.
.
.
_,;Providiijg equal opportuniture - · students__, staff and
voice and vote on all academsu?contractors (e.g., 'vendors, · ties . to all regardless of race,
ic, 1 administrative and stucolor, creed; national origin, dent affairs.
·
•
1
etc.)
Nationally and m . t h e -- sex or age, is a commitment
"For· the foregoing reasons
· Tampa area, it bas become of long standing and not light- I think the University of South
A new chief justice and by Steve Anderson, president
increasingly evident t h a t ly taken here at the Universi- Florida would be ill-advised to
new associate justices of the Student Government
four
members of · the disadvan- ty of South Florida. Even add a Faculty Senate to an
been appointed to the (SG).
have
tag~d or minority. groups are though - sincere efforts have administrative a d v i s o r y
Court of Discipline
Student
John Rhodes· Ill, . 4POL,
unaware or skeptical of edu~ been m~de in the past to in- structure in which our faculty
IV
Quarter
fq,r
Appeals
and
Anderson's attorney
formerly
cational as well a,s employ- sure equal .· opportunity, we is already: thoroughly reprethe chief justice.
is
general,
our
increase
to
piedge
hereby
to
ment opportunities'. open
sented," he concluded.
The four associate justices
·
them. They often do not fully
are Louis Le Grande, 5HTY,
ALLEN WAS unavailable
(See (ACTiON, Page 3)
comprehend the .value of
former supervisor of elec:tions; Bob 'Jacobs, '3CBS,
Greg Willis, 4BUS and Nick
R. Hall, 2CBS. I
'
The court also had three
m~mbers and one perfaculty
The University Center (UC)
son from the Office of Student
will present a band dance Fri·
Affairs as members.
day at 9 p.m. in the Ballroom.
Anderson said it would be
'
Admission is 75 cents stag and
But because profe~sional baseball-is big business, and, like $1 per couple for The dance necessary for the court · to
of years ag<t One of them, Reggie Jackson, is currently leading
Byl\lAXRAM:OS
any other big business, is impersonal, things didn 't turn out as f e a t u r i n g the ." Orange meet and act upon several·
the Majors with 28 homers. ·
News Editor
··
cases this summer.
he expected. · Par~~r reported to Key Wes,t of the Florida State Wedge.''
Anderson said "From ·the
Les Parker wishes that he would have accepted the base- , . BUT IN THE SUMMER of 1966, with visions of his boyhood teague after.his 'Quarter m studies wer~ completed.
UC MOVIE
relatively large number : --of
ball scholarship offered to him three years ago by USF Coach· dream .coming true, Parker signed· a bonus contract' with the
Burn" is the students being arraigned on .
Witch
"Burn
four
first
"The
said.
Parker
" Things just :started off badly"
"Beefy" Wright. But to -phl.y' Major League baseball had been Los Angeles Dodgers organization: ~e had not even graduated
games were rained out and I didn't feel at ease even when we feature movie Friday and Sat- narcotics charges, the newly
his dreani since he was old enough to hold a baseball bat. from high school.
-urday at 7 :30 p.m. in · the passed Florida Statutes deal•
played. I wanted to come home.''
finally
years
three
Parker almost realized his ambition, but after
After graduation Parker was sent to T.ri Cities, Washington·
Business Auditorium. - The ing with narcotics on ·campus,
of disappointment, disillusionment and downright bad breaks, of the Northwestern League, a Dodger fanm club. It was there
MAYBE PARKER WOULD have settled down after he macabre story concerns a and the fact that most· of
the tJSF sophomore is home for good.
·
that Parker was first disillusioned.
started playing bc!-lJ for l{ey West, but he'll never know. Key university professor's . wife these · students in question
A star .athlete for Ta'mpa's King High School from 1964-66, ·
released him last week and Parker got to come ·home. who has become obsessed have a_sked for open hearings
West
· "I thought that I was doing fine. One night I had a homer
Parker had numerous scholarship offers for both · baseball and
happened is ironical San Diego, the parent club, with the practices of witch- as opposed to privately adWh<!:,t
·
I
morning
next
The
world.
the
of
top
on
was
and
triple
a
and
basketball. But he also had professional offers from various
said.
Parker
released,"
was
-last week which the papers said "involved a
trade
a
made
craft. Admission is 35 cents ministrative hearings," it has
Major · League baseball teams, and after all to play in the
being an ex- per person.
Diego,
Sari
that
is
irony
The
player.''
l~ague
II).inor
become1 necessary to appoint
"bigs" was his boyhood dream.
So he came home and enrolled at Brevard Jr. College and
team,_had only two minor league farm clubs, a AA
pansion
ARTISTS EXHIBIT
a court for the summer.
· eventually U~F. Then in the summer of 1968 he again came to
'J,'he UC is sponsoring ar. ex"IT WAS ONLY THREE years ago, but I feel much older the .attention of Major League scouts,' this time it was at the team and the Class A Key West squad. So they had to make
The necessity for a court in
now," Parker mused. "I didn't realize then the opportunities National . Semi-Professional Baseball. Tournament in Wichita, · room for 'the AA player that they had received in the trade. So hibit of works fr.om the Asso- the past during the .summer
playing coll~ge baseball offers. It can really h~lp you mature a Ka. where be led 9cala to ninth place in the nation with a .350 Parker was. released before he ·bad a chance to prove himself ciated American Artists in the months has been practically.
either way.
lQt, both physically and mentally.''
Gallery, US 108.
nonexistent.
batting average and a tournament record grandslam _homer.
. The 21-year-old Parker is- right. Now days it seems that
The exhibit will run through
Parker'has no hard feelings, though. He says that he is acThe new court will be meetHE SIGNED A CONTRACT last winter with the San-Diego tually reµeved. He is home in Tampa n9w, working a summer July 18. Gallery hours are 8 ing this week _with the previmost ·of the young stars who break into the Majors are products
_of college baseball. ·For~example, American League Western Padres, a National League expansion club, bec_ause " I thought jop and planning to return. to. USF in the fall. "I'll never quit a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday ous Chief Justice, Jim Krog,
Division frontrunner Oakland has a lineup bolstered by mem- that with a new ballclub I would have a better chance to move playing ball," he said, "but from now on it will be only for through Friday of each week. for consultation and prepara.....
bers of the ·Arizona State NCAA championship team of a couple 1,1p in the organization," Parker said.
All works are for sale.
fun.''
tion for their upcoming cases.

U

For July 18~_,

'I

I

case

'_.',Free fi·oduct·wJ

a

:?::···

II

',:TI}~'{>,.- ·.

I

Action Aids ·Opportunity

M

I

the

USF SOPH BACK HOME

The ,Baseball Circuit Break$

Appointments Made
For .a ·ua·rter IV
~

Dance, Movie
Top Weekend

..-2 -

July 9, 1969, U. of South Florida

THE ORACLE -

S1udent, Participation In Colleges Is .Growing

NO,STOPPING IT
. (ACP) - The Chronicle of
· Higher Education. .
~The trend 'toward student
involvement in campus de·decision-making is growing.
_,. Types of student participa.:tion take many forms ranging
.from student membership in
•committees seeking new prec.: .edents to joint student-faculty.. administration decision malting bodies.
·
.; ..JN
for i~-r\Stance, students obtained a
-State law to gain s~(Jent
•.membership on boards ·of
trustees of six. state-sup. ported ihstitutions, including
"the' - University -of ·Kentucky,
:~
students are helping to
., find a new president.
Jut increasing number ofinare permitting stu·:aenfs to sit in ·on faculty or
-¾ulty - , administration com- .
". ttuttees, in some ~ ~ vot- i':Qg members. At '1te Unjversi-

KENTUcirr:.

~tions

ty of Redh;mds the faculty
recently voted to include stu-

dents as voting members on
committees concerned with
curriculum, personnel, foreign

programs and honors, as well
as student affairs committees.
At Maryville College in Tennessee, an "all-coll~ge counell" has been formed of six
Stndents, .six faculty members
and six administrative officers: The council will lie the
institution's chief deliberative
.and legislative body responsible for ,long-range planning
and for directin'g the activites
of .the-entire college community.
.
AT THE STATE ·university
of New York at Binghamton,
students, faculty and ,administrators will vote this spring on
a ·new c.ommunity government
plan that ·would establish a
poUcy,making university as~
sembly1 with . five faculty

mittees have been formed at sociation, wrote that "student
Bucknell University and the · representation on two or three
y, . KENTUCKY - Stu- Y' TENNESSEE - At Y' NEV{ YORK- SUNY · University of Pennsylvania.
minor conynittees may be
dents obtained a state
Maryville. College stu-.
at Binghamton a new
only a gesture of appeaseAt MacMurray College in Il- ment by faculty or adminisdents formed a triumcommunity body made
law to gain student
members, three students and
linois classes were cancelled tration."
two administrators.
·
membership on boards
vfrate akmg W'ith facup of facuUy, students for · three days while campus. .
l
d ad . .
' and administrators will wide discussions were held on
"But," she continued, " stuAt , Columbia University,
of tmstees of six state
u ty an
mim8tmdent representation on one or
where lack of, student involve-.
institutions.
tion for long - range
establish policy mak- the state of the college and on two · major committees may .
Jllent in. governing has been
planning.
ing.
possible reforms.
signify philosophical accepcited as an underlying cause &ThJhJIG&IZ!.Jk@ it
ii.rollJ.tlJiii@fliitiW¼li#Mfil.MfiifuK-d
~H%@WiM&Wcii!lE!BkWWW4 t
W · Although it would seem tance of direct student ·p artici~f last year's disruptions, there ·
.,
many- colleges and universi- pation in campus government
will be a vote this spring on a students have been added istrative control and · deter- faculty - administration com- ties are -m aking serio~ . e_f- . . . . Much depends on the
plan to establish a 100- with full ·voting privileges to mines budget matters.
-mittees have been formed to · fprts to give students a voice _type a*4 : extent of student
member university senate ·the • coll~ges- · executive comAT
MANY
institutions discuss and make re'commen- in decision - making, Mary representation and on the attlwith 20 student members.
mittee; which formulates col- where specific changes have dations about changes in stu- Me~an, fo~ er · ~!!~~i- of.. ~des of students, faculty and
Ii
·
· dmi
not been made, 3·oint student- dent parti
_ "cipation. Such_. com- t,he U.S. National Student As- administration."
f-~A:t~.-U~p~pe~r:_.:l~o:w~a~C~o~lle~g~e~,.:::tw::;
- o:_.:::le~ge~po=C:::.Y.:._,.:ex.:.:.e.:.:.r...:cIS.:.e:..::s_a
__
n·_ _ _ _ _~ _
:_------~:-----~--:--.;__---:------------~-----

*

\ ,

I·

~;,Pro-Steven,son
: ,_;_Student . Fo,ms
'Jipupport Group
'

,.-,...-...

..

. .

'

\..

....

.

'

~}".".":/USF student John Lo~r is fo~ng a <:ommit!ee· ~ support
of Robert M. Stevenson, a~istant professor of .Amencan Idea,
. .whose contract was recently. terminated by Pre~ John S. All~n. ,
·:: - ·.:No specific policies have ·been decided as yet, Loper sa.I~.
, Loper said he does .not .expect full development to occur until
'.
.
.
_#}e.fall quarter.
: ·
.
The general purpose of-the comnuttee IS. to _mo~vate mt.er• ,
·· est in Stevenson's behalf and to provide continuing ,mf~rmation
on development as they·:occur, he said.
.·,,. Loper indicated that some rallies may be_hel~ clin~:he hopes
•tbaf all interested studef\ts will support, him m his efforts.
:·L~ said he can·be contacted in Tampa at 248-2985, and :asks
tbat·anyone
concerned give
him'a call.
I
•

('•·. _S.tudy Course Begins ·Mon~ay .
i
A ,n ew reading and studying Junior high s~dents ~ meet
.:,~urse ,for junior a~d senior froml l to 4 p.m. Classes _will
. ~high school ·· students will · meet Monda~ through Friday
• 'begin here, July 14.
during the three~week course.
_ , The program, sponsored. by · A $45 fee wilt cover 45 .bt1~
..t,he USF Center for Continuing of instructipn .~d all ~";tenEducation, will focus on the als except an mexpens1ve ,pa_d~velopment of effective read- perb_ack b~o~ ,.recommen~ed
ing · speed while maintaining as J3.n ad?1tion.a1 study aid.•
· ···aaequate comprehe,nsion and Early registration is en~urenlarging vocabulary.
a~ed. · For enrol!Jn~nt applica:Setter -study methods, tinie tion.s and _furthe: ii;tormatlon, .
d befte listening' contact-t he Contmumg Educab d . ts
··n~t;,;akina;, mem:rizing ·
tion Center.··. at'. 988-4131, ext.
'. other techniques will be dis- 403.
· · ., ·
oussed in the study section· of
:.,: . ,.:.~:,._:- ·:-:
:·me-course.
I •

DELUXE METAL
STOOL
• Light, strong
styrofoam
• Grip handlesI cx:k lid

.$4.95 UST

and

A NON-LABORA~ltY ap•
. :W.J>a{:h will be utilized by
~orge Garcia, counselingrpsy:Jh9logist with th1f:t.JSF Devel' o))mental Center, who :will di....re~t the program. Classe~ for
~-:Sertior high, college boun~ and
~:fi>].ege students will be __~eld
i·daily from . 9 a.m . ..to · noon.

/~~Aging Program
:~{~__Has Stipends
..- · Available -

,•

'

~ .

~ -· TEAKETTLE
a luminum
'1·•• Seamless
Big 2¼-qt. ·siz.e

'

. (Continued·from. Page 1)
$14 .95 LIST

~ Durable chrome mode l
• Accur ate readi ng .

A.

5$'

j

. TERRY RUNKLE, assistant

FISHING TACKLE

-~~ NDALS

.BAGS .

CANDY

.

. ·.- PET SUPPLIES

TRUE TEMPER
29C ·
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$8.95

RUBBER
THONGS

VALUE

HOUSEWARES

\

.COOL-RAY.. POLAROID

.SUNGLASSES.

399

$11.95 LIST

FOR f,'IEN, WOMB\I, CHILDREN

a;:; 2f¢
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. ENGL.ISH ~
\LEATHER:

nl

• Sturdy bouyant styrofoam
• Torpedq design

' $1.O0VALUE

68<-.
• Famous 3.5 h.p.
Briggs & Stratton engine
• Reco il starter, hand
controls

5-FT. SWIM POOL
\-

I

2-oz. AFTIR SHAVE

'

• Unbreakable, ·•
Polyethylene
• Large 5-ft. size
• Great for k ids

~ ~ ::•hWiit;l't~~
~
·.

~8.$
. VALUE

(formerly the Sandal Shop)
YOU GET YOUR PICTURES BY ·THE PAIR... ,
...ONE TO KEEP.,:r~ ONE TO ~HARE!
Yes a free set of prin)s with every roll of film developed
aniprinted-Kodacolor or Black & White-Today and Everyday

C

ECKERDS DOUBLE OFFER ON FILM...
When you pic:k up your deve·loped fi!m a~d. printsr you c~n.buy
one roll of Kodacolor or. Blacll & White film at regula~ price
and we will give you \o~e roHfree-Today and Everyday.

• Osc illating #4280 model
·• Covers 2800 -sq. ft.

s1.95

.·

~~

4ss

1

LIST

!

I

'

.

4aa LAWN & LEAF

$89.95·.LIST

~

HOUSE OF.LEATHER

~

RAKE

Heavy duty metal

• Long handle style

.$1.39,-69'

5'88
)

VALUE

SO-FT. VINYL_'. GARDEN QUA'LITY/GRASS
6,_,_._·\
_,
,
• ½,,,.~..~SE
SHEARS

\ ~i

~
~
\'
\~
\~. ~\\\_
\I \,
. /J

.,. l

1

•

Fully guaranteed by

s ·

• Quality contruct ion

• Heavy metal

pnng Sh iwers

.

$2.95 .. .
VALUE .

66

$2.49 '
VALUE

138 .
I

I

GARMENTS

(

\

GRASS '.~.
(A·T(HER .

306 N. Dale Mabry

98cVALUE

II

j;

• Foldi ng legs for easy
,
s torage
.
.
; • Large adj us tabI e:25-i n,
._Ji> gri d
·
• With wheel s

• Famous Bronson True
Temper spincast real
• Matched with glass
rod 80-yds. sp in l i ne

LIMIT 2
l.'l lllll '.l lll

25·.1N-. FOLDING
B,AR-B-Q GRILL

SPINCAST
OUTF'IT

REG.

I

can- 876-9486

.
· .

I

are

., ..._...,_.

~C-HROME MEAT
THERMOMETER ~ l
1

to

efforts
assist disadvantaged
and -~inql?itf · ri.~ples whose ,
environment- • has · deprived
them of the·. opportunity to develop. into· full productive citizens."
··

djrector of Personnel Services,
who prepared the Affirmitive
•'
Action Plan, called the plan
.,:,~ The Institute on Aging h~ . "a conscious effort usirig av.ail,.stipends av~able in the Mas- able resource to include ntjn.(ier -of Arts in Gerontology Pro- ority groups, not only Negroes,
!-gram. The stipends · range . in all areas and levels of the
_,f);o,o) $2600 to $3400 per yea.I'. university."
:Dependency allow~ces ·and
This will include instruction-tuition are also p_rovided.
al administrative as well as
____A_ limi_ted number of re- pr'ofessional positi~ns in addisearch stipen~ a~ also avail- tion to students.
able for beginning students
Jdmitted to graduate pro- ~ PLANS CALL .for a
: grams in related disciplines. steppmg-up of recrwtment
; In return for stipend support, procedures c_lS well as an
; these students will take se- overall intensive effort. to ~k
: lected electives in the Insti- out those minority peop~es
tote on Aging and comp~te a ~o
qual~ed !o ho!d posi-·
I tJresis in the area of aging.
lions at the Uruvers1ty. In
! For further information·, con- cases where individuals do
; tact the Institute on .Agirtg Of. not meet the University's
! flee, Social Science 333, ext. minimum requirements for
: 409. Deadline for application employment, they will be
: for admission. to Graduate placed in training programs
! Studies for Quarter I ,is Aug. to qualify them for . the posi·
tion.
: ~

!

4

·2½~QF._ALUMINUM

·Acfi0Jl:~·p1an
-··-. ·. Read,ied
.

2

• Thick 1½•in:.'.toam
mattress ,;:;:;
• Folds for easy' storage
• Light, strong al ~minum

I
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USF Space·Workshop
To FeClture Launching

By JEFF BRUCE

THE ORACLE turers who travel with the
spacemobile will speak on
campus th~ ·week of July~i4-18
at t~e
Building.
CAPPING the two-week
w_orkshop, the teaclJers will
travel tc;> _the cape for a "redl
carpet tour" of the spaceport,
·Kruschwitz''said.

While American astronautl?
are speeding to the moon next
week preparations will be
underway at USF for a series
of rocket launchings on camtheir knowledge ' of the space
pus, highlighting the ·annual to an altitude of 300 "feet, Dr. useful purpose.
Space Science Workshop and Walter Kruschwitz, associate
KRUSCBWITZ SAID the program, the professor said.
the Excitement in Science professor of Natural Sciences · teachers will assemble the
DURING THE final week of
I
\and hea,d of the work_shop, 'missile and launch it them, class meetings the "spacemoprograms.
The. Workshop's r o ck e t
A group of elementary and said.
selves and when th~y return bile," a traveling exhibit hall -launching will be followed on
junior high school teachers in
Although not as dramatic to school in the fall they will featuring ~ock-ups of much · July_19 by the ·bJ~stoffs of sevthe space science workshop nor as daring as the blastoff relate · the experience gained of the equipment used -at Cape eral , simila,r rockets by a
being held by the College of at Cape Kennedy which will in the launching to their stu- Kennedy, ~ will be a regular gf9Up pf fourth, fifth and sixth
Education will blast the I first send the first American .astro- dents. ..
part . of the workshop, pro- graders engaged in the Exrocket off July 18. ·
.
,citement in;Science for Upper
The teachers will show their gram.
nauts · to the· surface ' of the
Three National Aeronautics · E;lementary Children pro'HIE HOME-MADE missile· moo~, , the tiny r o,...c k e ts' . students some of the ·-rudi'.
,. .
is 15 inches tall an~ .will soar launching will serve a very ments of rocketry to enhance . and Spac~ !,dministration lee- gram.

PqJitcs

Profs' Raise" Cuts
i

(Co~tinued from Page 1)
man-professor of philosophy,
Dr. Joseph A; Della Grotte,
assistant professor of history
and Willis H. Truitt~ assistant
professor of philosophy.
Solomons said the chairman
of his department told him he
was. ih for a "substantial';
.
I
raise of between $7()().$800 b~t

.'

I; Illi H1 : -:Ill I
I
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'SILKEN DELIGHTFOAMING
BATH OIL

I

•

,

~.
!

APRIL SHOWERSct~~fNE•Hi:f~ •59C
APRIL SHOWERS 0E0ff&A~r;,t~t 39c'
0

i
JUllETTE 5-BAND ~ -.:
SOLID STATE RADIO IJ•
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• l;lectric or
~-' battery operated
• AC Convertor .
· jack
• • Model NA5018
• AM;fMI AFCIPB/

VHFIMB.

-_J$79.95
. LIST
,,..
.•

.

5,-2.aa
·

.

I.
_
I!•
. • , 'C-·

· .·'!.5-BlADE
··1,4-IN. MODEL

,. .

,=--~
~ ----~

• 5-bl~de model WC-2
• Fully guaranteed ·

• Model W·22 •
• 5-blade design

· -1,5,~

2188

..

· HAMIL TION BEACH

·PLAYTAPE TAPE ·_·BLENDER
·PLAYER

• Fully guaranteed ·

· • 5¼-cup cM)acity
. • J-speed model

• Solid-State model

#1310 or 1320
• Uses Plavtape ·
2-track f:artridges

899
.,

$19.95 LIST · · .

TAPE

\

l39

HAMILTON-- BEACH
M.IXER
• Mixette model 87
_
• Powerful 3-speed· model
• Fingertip beater ejector-

model 261

(Batteries not
included! :

1
.
5-BLADE
20-IN. M.ODEL

.:.
.

$12,,95 LIST

. $39.95 LIST

29'
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CANVAS CASUALS -

7••

·

Centre.x: A supply of postal•siz~d
cards is being sent by Physical Plant
to eich department. These cards, printed ·with appropriate ' blanks, are for
your convenience in notifying off-campus
Individuals,
ccmpanies,
newspapers,
otller universl1ies, on-campus personnel,
etc., as to how .You may be reached by
telephone after August 23, 1969, the inservice date of tile new Centrex phone
system. Cards may be filled in and
malled !they are •not postage-paid) any
time after your receipt of them. New
General Telephone•directories will have
been delivered by that date, but thecards will serve · as notice and an easy
reference for those with whom you are
in more or less constant touch by telephone. A master · card is .being sent
with each supply showing , your new
campus phone number. If you have any
questions, please call Mrs. Helen McAllen, ext. 511.
Reading and Study skills program for
Junior and Senior high schOol students,
and college students:' an intensive noncredl1 program ; designed to develop
1reedlng sPeild, comprehension and vocabul~ry, with improved study methods and techniques. Senior high ond
collE11e student classes will meet ~ ily
from 9 a.m. to noon, July 14 through
Aug. 1. Junior high student classes will
meet from 1 • .p,m.•.• to 4. p.m,, .:same
dates, bolh I~ meet ip Chem 104•. Conducted by Developmental Center staff,
the fee is $45 and enrollmenl' is• limited.
Make reservalions -with USF Center for
Continuing Ect.:· ext: 403.
Survey of College Achievement Ex·aminalion, requi~ecl of <!11 _ g~adualing
seniors in Liberal Arts a nd Basic
Studies, has been scheduled for August
5th at 6:30 p.m. and August ·pth at 2:00
p.m·. in the Physics Auditorium 141. All
students · expecting :'tci: ~grad(Jiite this
quarter should register· for ?the· exami•
nation witll 'the- .Office ·or Eva luation
Services by July 11th. Students may
re1jister persoaally in SCA_ or by calling
Ext. 741 or 742.
Office Maclli_ries, that. 11re. not on year•
IY contract will- not- be -repaired until a
requisition is recel\led in the Procurement Office. In an ettort to expedite, ii
is •suggested . that. r!l_<luj~(ti~flS for ser- ·
vice of office machines be hand-carried ·
to Procurement.
Travel Requests: Department secretaries are reminded that the dollar
amount must be specified In the Per
Diem column. However, If the pe,r diem
is complimentary, the \'!/Ord "Complimentary" or thE abbreviation "Comp"
must be typed in, In the appropriate
column. If this information is not included, the Travel Request will be re•
turned to the department which niay.
result In an unfortunate delay in travel.
It Is of benefit to the traveler, t? have
a Travel Request in the Division of
Procurement prior to the travel; otherwise the traveler will not be ·covered .
~Y Workmen's Compensation.

• Times and places of organizations
meeting regularly are posted on the
University Ce,nter bulletin boards.

SHEER SEAMLESS

TODAY
Journalism Workshop, 8 a.m. UC 203.
College of Ed. Workshop, 8:30 a.m.
UC 200, 204.
. Aegean senior portraits, 9 a.m. UC

PORT HOSE
& IMPORTE-D SUP~
'SANDALS-:

223.

• Spandex support
• · All si;i;es ilild shades

$2.SS .VALUE

' • Cushion insoles
• Assorted colors

$1.98 VALUE

99·,

MEN'S SNEAKERS
• Popul _
a r elastic sides
1 Available in white.
green and blue

I

VALUE

I

111

MEN'S

\I

• White short sleeve style
• 2-pocket styling
• S.i zes 14½-17

\ \,

/',\
.

,.

!

22~.

.

BIS luncheon, 11 :50 a.m.

US 255,

256..'

0

Christian Science Conference, 3:30
p.m. UC 205'.
sounllsations, e p.m. Theatre. - ..•
F-RIDAY
. --Journalism Workshop, 8 a.m. UC 203.
College of Ed. Workshop, 8 :30. a.m.
UC 203.
u.c. Band Dance, 9 p.m. uc· .248
N&S.
SATURDAY
.
Sports Car Rally, 6:30 p.m. FAH,
1
SUNDAY
Kappa Phi, 7 p.m. UC 215.
MONDAY
College of Education Workshop, 8:30
p.m. UC 200, 204.
.
Photo Club, 2 P.m. UC 201 ;
U C Special Events Committee, UC
2();j.

Young Republicans, 2 p.m. U.C. 2.13.
Women's Club Bridge, 7:30 p.m. UC
256.
TUESDAY
College of .Ed. Workshop, 8:30 a.m.
UC 200, 204.
Dean's Lunch, Noon, UC 255, 256.
Tau Kappa E psiIon, 7 p.m. CT.~ 205.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 16. c ,
College Of Ed. Workshop, li:30 a.m.
UC 200, 20~.
.
Film - "Mickey One" 8 p.m., Bu iness Auditorium.
·

Co-Op -~du~atio~ -

Today, July 9
career Planning Conference for students interestM in Cooperative Education assignments during Quarter I, 2
p.m. ENG. 4.
. ._
WEDNESDAY, JULY 16
Career Planning Conference for ·•tu•
dents interested in Cooperative, Education assignments during Quarter" r,· 2
p.m. ENG. 4.
CO-OP PLACEMENT
More than 110 employers are currently seeking USF students for Cooperative _Education Training assignments for
Quarter I !Training Period starting
Monday, Sept. 22). For further infor·mation visit or phone the Co-op Office,
ENG 37, phone 988-4131, Ext. 171.
The following are some of the - employers who tiave openings for Quarter
1 and students- desiring to be considered
should make application in ENG 37 at
the earliest date possible. These are
professional training programs, alid''the
students a re paid while on training.,periods away fro m campus. Students may
earn up to five hours of academic credit during their Co-op training quarters.
Engineering: NASA - Kennedy.:.,Space
Center, Cape Kennedy, Fla.; NASA·
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama; Florida power & Light
Co., various locations in Fla.; E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co., Chattanooga,
Tenn.; Georgia Power Co., Atlanta,
Ga.; Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville & Chattanooga, Tenn.
· ..
Education: Atlanta Public School System, Atlanta, Georgia; USF Library,
Tampa, F la .; Model Cities Program,
Tampa, Fla.; Ybor City, Boy's . Club,
Tampa, Fla.;
: :·
Marine Biology: Texas. Parks & WIid•
life Service, Rockport, Texas.
•-·
Management:
Nasa
Headquarters,
. •.::
Wash., D.C.
Political Science; Nasa Headquarters,
Wash., D.C.; U.S. House of Representatives (Cong. Gibbons),- Wash., D.C .
Journalism : The Tampa Tribune,
Tampa, Fla.

Car stops

with disc' brakes
straight, quick & sure(

NYL'ON HOSE
o/

• Newest Summer. shades
• First quality
OeModa brand

REG. 2/$1,00

2FOR6'9'
lADIES 'FASH-ION
RINGS
•

,·
77
·

l

I

REG.
$1.98

I •

• Many attractive styles

$2.98

....

COMPARE
•. AT $1.98

(.

..

The Worlds Best $2000 ,. . ,

LADIES' · SEA'MLESS

SNEAKERS

THURSDAY

Journalism Workshop, 8 a.m. UC 203.
College of Ed. Workshop, 8:30 a.m.
UC 200, 204.
•
Aegean Senior Portraits, 9 a.m. •UC

..

• Newest Summer shades
• Available in all sizes

LADIES', MISSES,'
CHILDREN'l, INFANTS

Aero Club, 2 p.m. UC 205.

Official Notices

Campus Date Book

(ADIES'·

Kiefer said he was given.no
reason for the refusal b.u t -h e
assumes it had to do ;with
Gawen's writing article~-,for
US:F"s "underground" newspaper, tqe "Aquarian,'-' .-and
"a general fear of studenJ'Wl·

Bulletin Board notices should be sent
direct to " Director, Campus Publications, US . 226" (ext. 618) no later than
noon. Wednesday · for pu,blication the following Wednesday.
Send news items direct lo: " Ed itor,
:rhe Oracle, US 222," (est.619).

. 4-FRAGRANCES37C
$).~ VALUE
L1m1t 1
,
,

~

•

ties, has also been denied .. a
raise although the department
recommended a · "big one.';:

DR. CALV IN Maybury,
,: . , ·
chairman - professor, chemis- rest."
try, said he had not been
Kiefer added that he consid~
present at the executive com- · ered Gowen "much better
mittee meeting with the <leans than average -: excell~Ilt~:..,.
'to discuss the salaries but superior " in academic •abili. .......... ;
that he understood Solomons ty.
wasn't getting the raise his
GOWEN SAID in his itir:::o r
department recommended.
seven years with USF h.{__Jicis·
Maybury said the raise de- always received "way ablive
. nial was a misunderstanding. average raises ."
· , ... ·
·He said he felt Solomons had
"I had had high raises that
not caused any trouble in his
indicate recognition . for.-.jp.y
work with the students.
teaching ability. It seems~odd
Maybury-said Solomons had that my teaching· abllity
a "good influence" but that would disintegrate in.' J:.pe
his political workings w i t h space of the last - nine
students was misunderstood.
months.''
Gowen added that the ·:raise
DR. H. C. KIEFER, chairman - professor of humanities, cutting was probably a ~ecsaid Dr. Howard B. Gowen, tion of his involvement irfthe
, · associate professor of humani- "Afro-American thing.''

TOOTHBRUSH

59c

,

that Allen had vetoed the
chairman's suggestion, giving
no,reason.
Solomons said . he - understood the veto a:s a " retribution" for his actions with the
AAUP anq working for . faculty and student voices in the
University.

TEK.

EVENING.Pl~1s L1PSTICKt{~fJltuE19C
2-oz.
S1
.00 TUBE
VALUE
Limit 1

July· 9, 1969, U. of South Florida -~ ·-1

Its yours for only

$)976°0
de&nred i• Tampa plus T■1
& Tax

Front disc brakes for safety!
Fully independent rear suspension
for comfort! Bucket seats.
dozens of other extras, too!

DATSUN/2

MAKE THE SOUND MOVE TO
DATSUN AT YOUR NEARBY DEALER !

FELLOWS MOTOR CO.
113 W. Kennedy

·e~CLE·

Universities •· What's · Right?

the future of higher education in Florida .its. elders, · and tlili;·generation is no exespecially mindful of those economies
and in the nation.
· ·
··
· · ·cepti~n.
,
. .
·
that can be achieved without diluting tlie
4 - July 9, 1969, U. of South ' Florida
human factor in education.
that
these
young
people
_
Remember
\
BALANCED CONTRQL
are our · sons . and • daughters, not some
EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY
THE TASK
Legislative committees which inter- · abstract collection of ·people the universiThe task of carrying _ out these
viewed student leaders during ·a ~nt · , ties have gathered together.
respoIJsibilities falls heavily upori tti_
e
toll!'. of state universities in Florida reported they found universities under firm
faculty, but it is shared by .administra•
UNr/ERSITJES SUCCE'SSFUL
and effective but ·not represmve .control.
. Out ·Florida umversities ·have· been , tors and students as well. If universiti_e s
By D. B ~ KIBLER DI
The legislators said the universitij!S. had · outstaI!,dingly successful in carrying out
fail in meeting these obligations, society
Chairman of Florida
balanced well the need for cli_s'cipline their mission of education, research and
will step in and freedom of the universi•
Board'
cd
Regents
I
·
with the requirements of academic free- public ·service. They have never been .ty will be curtailed.
USF students will once again be is hollering law and order, what
.
.
There has never been a time when dom.
~ore creative; · or· more stimulal:ii:tg, or
IN GENERAL, the state universities
:a:fforded the opportunity to do could be rriore relevant than at- higher education needed more patient
It 'is no secret that higher:_'education more effective· in serving society. _
in Florida are meeting these responsibili.. some socially constructive work. tacking the sitqations and the _con- understanding and moral support than it has been in a turbul~nt period. Some
ties. They are places of genuine freedo~
·
, ~ WE IN FLORIDA have b~n
.;Monday, Student Government start- ditions that cause these Jew to go does today. ·
the stresses in our society ·- those'assoof
thought and speech and of orderly ·Qisbuilding
at
a
furious
pace
in
order
to
·
·-?ed recruitment fQr the Student Pro- wrong?
The impression of higher education ciated ,with racial strife, poverty, the ·
cussion. There have been no instances of
up
with
an
enroUment
which
is
inkeep
·· gram for Delinquents, a' chance for
Basically, behind all the slogans presented in the mass media emphasizes war in Vietnam, the overemphasis on
serious disorder. The atmosphere .of our
·.:Un_iversity 'Students to establish re- and cliches the issue is friendship, disorders and conflic;ts. Disorders have material values, and the oppressiveness creasing at the fastest rate of any of the universities is personal and informal.
major
states,
we
also
are
gaining
a
ten
·lationships with boys and girls of giving of yourself not for what it's indeed been disastrous at three or four of large organizations ..:.. have b~n. re- de~
Most faculty members are conscientiou$of quality.
instifutions
in
Califm::nia
and
New
York,
the
campus.
.In
addition,
flected
on
', the Lake Magdale:qe Juvenile going to get you, but what it. can
ly concerned , with teaching and 'with
In
faculty
salaries.
we
are
becoming
_
and they have troubled campuses in young people of .the present eighteen• to
~-Home.
their students and are cont4tally .s_
~kitjg'
rriean for the othsr pe'rson. In the other
states iri varying degrees. It is ap- twenty-five ' generation, wh~ther , in.• col- · ':01:lpe~tj~e wiJh · some of the better pubThe Intensive Individual Tutori- long run, you benefit.
ways
of
improving
the
eflectiveness
· or
parent that many .of our citizens · and lege or not, have been struggijng · for . he mstltutions across the nation.
.
'
.
their teaching. Relationships l;>efureeri
al ,Program was the first opportu,
Florida~
is
on~
·of
the
,
two
states
in
the
·
STUDENT PROGRAM: for De-· some of · our officals have related the ,, adult status and· adult freedoms. '.J'hf .out~
facµlty and ·students are on the whole
~.nity for University students to help
events of destruction and disorder on
come of these two sets of forces ·has nation to be ·awarded :nvo major science
Unguents
will
concentrate
·
m·
a
inly
good. f:n?llY, .th~ u~liversities are OP,f~·
~.:.~ .~ underprivileged. rt was a ~ild
campuses elsewhere in our nation to our
been varying 'degrees --0f -:unrest on the · development grants fo build centers· of
are
reated
efficiently despite inadequate f~ds
on
those
"delinquents"
who
.;sui;:cess.
.excellence in s~ence. Thse grants went
campus.
·
state universities.
for staff and buildings. .
.,,
the
institution,
those
peaters
of
~tate,
University
and
the
Unito
Florida
THE MOST frequent complaint ·
In Florida, despite minor instances of
versity of Florida.
Florida's state universities are servheard about today's education is who, for some unkown reason keep student dissent . on various issues, we
. CHANGE VS.-RESTRAINT
offending
and
keep
getting
sent
in~
the. state well. They need ; iflatiy
lthat it is not relevant to our-times.
THE .UNIVERSITIES HAVE • been
have experienced- no violence· and no. in. ~ -KNOW TOO THAT the graduates things, including tfie interest and underback.
,_, What could be more relevant
terruption of educational activities. -The trying to meet these .new condition;. and. of our state unb1;e rsities rank in the
: thari establishing a friendship with
There's something miss.mg in fact that disruption has not occurr~ is a , pressures. As yet they have not complete- ~J:>per percentiles in s'c.'Ores which they, standing of the citizens who : support
Florida has much .t o lose if ifmis: a person who has never had a · their lives. The missiµg .link could compliment to all s~gments of the univer- ly $atisf.ied either the inore militant·stu- · .-na:ke on tests for entry into grijduate thei;n.
u~~erstands
~d makes the wrong· dedents who want _faster change or many ' and professional schools. ·
'
: friend? ·
r
well be friendship.
sity communities. .
'
\
\ .
.
cisions regarding the activities on its
members of the public who want .to conJust recently a ·graduate of Jhe Uni,,.,, What could be more relevant
If the • ·university Community
campuses, and much to gain if it makes
THE BE$VIOR of an overpublicized
tinue restraints on the. young -arid. who versity of .Florida was selected for the
l than sharing the goo9 fortune of doesn't respond to this call, the op- minority of students has clouded the·pub- are fearful of open discussion.of unorthointelligent decisions regarding this prob~m.
. .
Nobel prize in medicine and physiology.
t your life with a person wl;lo probaportunity for "relevant education," lic vision , of th!! main thrust of the uni- dox or radical ideas.
'
.
Two years ago a -distinguished professor
, bly never had a chance to go can we really say these underprivi- · versity. A widening ·chasm of misunder'- All of the state working -together, the
~ igl;lt?
~ ··
'
· 1 -, leged kids are the only delinquents, standing may develop between the cam- . The university is a )?lace _whe~ . new . at Florida State University. was the re- universities, the legislature, and the ~
cipient
of
the
Nobel
pr~
in'
chemisjry.
ideas may be measured agajnst old
pus and t}le' public which 'could thr~aten
. · Jill' When everyone in this nation
in our midst?
pl~, can surmount t:Jie challenges of the
\,,
val~es. It. should . provide a mµror in
da}'. _and continue Florida along' th~
'SOCIETY'S-NEEDS ·
which society can look at itself and sub,
mamstream
of progress in higher educa· ·The universities of America are
ject itself to honest · and· sincere· critition.
'
.
. ,
•. '
cism. 1
·woven more closely into the fabric of our
T,h e ; estless questioning that is. found society than ever before. Our economy,
on American campuses .today is.a reflec- our governme·nt, our military strength,
OUR READERS WRITE ·
. .
\
our schools, our health, and our cultural
tion
of
the
problems
and
temper
of
'Our
dents has been officially abolished, but a
pre-college lE;vel were getting ready to
By ED HIRSHBERG
are all utterly dependent upon our
strike; when the . students didn't need society and1 not of some perversity ·o f the institutions of higher learning. We simgr:eat -deal remains to be accomplished.
f rofessor of English
university. As a society we are in ~e
newspapers were editorializing in much
Traditionally school-children in Engmidst
of great searchings about our na- ply could not operate our society - it
Second of Two Pa1ts
land are separated on the basis-of exams
the same· tone as the Florida papers
tiona}
role in world affairs, our·system of would soon break . down - without the
that they take when they are eleven or
were u:;;ing a little- over a year ago. The
; One ,big issue at µiany universities is
values and goals, and our conceP.tion of educated and tramed people the universiso. The ones who do well go to a "gram- . issues were very different, ·though.
tlie qisposition of women students, and it
human rights and human dignity. Our . ties · produce .and · without the basic ' remar" school that prepares them ior col- · · Teachers in vocational schools were
hasn't been settled. At Cambridge most
young people are , deeply stirred by these search they perform.
agitating . for "parity" with teachers in
lege, the others to a school -Olat is more
students want co-eds living in the same
~ues, and their idealism leads them to
. IF, THE STATE universities in Florivocationally oriented, which they leave
regular "national" schools, those that
dorms - which are called colleges - as
.strive for improvements in our -·social da are ·to merit public support andfreewhen
they're
16
or
17
to
go
to
work.
are
academically
o'riented.
But
fortuthey do, but the university authorities
order. It is inevitable and <lesiiable ,that dom, they too llave obl~gations to society
MANY, E~UCATORS FEEL that this
nately the teachers picked exam week to
want women in their own separate colthe campuses should become the .centers which must be faithfully discharged.
·system is unfair, giving no chance to
strike. in, when the students didn't need
EDITOR:
of debate, discussion and action on these
leges.
·First, they must be genuine . centers
"late bloomers" to improve themselves.
them, and they went ·out on a ,"token!°'
matters.
::· At Cambridge this .sadly limits .the
It has been gratifying for all
us
for the pursuit of truth. They must foster
It also perpetuates tqe prevalence of the
strike only, of one day, to show that they· ,
number of girls who can be admitted bein:'olved
_
in
producing_
the
Wednesday
rational discourse,' objectivity, ' and willmembers of wealthier families in .th'e
felt they sliould get the same salaries
cause there are only three colleges for
Night Thing on the Hill to have made
FREEDOM vs. RmTRAINir
ingness of members .of · the university
and have the same wtirking conditions as
' universities, since as children their• parfemales and about twenty for males. The
this available to USF students for the
AMERICAN
H'I
G
H
E.R
education,
community
to
listen
as
.well
as.
to
speak.
ents can afford to send them to expenthe teachers in other schools.
boys also want !ess limitati~n ·on the
past 12 weeks. However, last week we
Second, they must maintain reasonaT.he situation also was made less despite its imperfections, is the· envy of
hours when they can have. girls in · their · sive "public" schools to prepare.
feel
we were victimized by the arbitrary
the
whole
world.
One
of
.
its
major
ble order and avoid disruption of legitiThe Government's proposed ~lution to
complicated than ours by the fact · that
rooms - girls now have to be out- by ·
and unfair actions of the USF :;;ecurify
str~ngths
is
~e
diversity
_
o
f
institutions
·
mate
activites.
A
community
~f
scholars
this . problem is the ·"comprehensive"
the Irish government ·has much· more latforce.
m!~night.
.
,
school, where children of _. ,an social- itude about these matters than the State ~d . of systems of control and. gover- - . which: cannot , maintain orlier cannot
nance.
After having operated for approxifunction .effectively .as a center of learn·~-COMMENTING ON THIS, the porter · groips_and on all intellectual levels mix
of Florida, and a peaceful and ·quick setmately an hour, it appeared thaf we
Flexipility, and ·.freedom of· imtiatjve ing, and it- cannot long maintai,n its freewho keeps the gate . of_ the quadran_g~~ _ ,;mor.e or les§, indiscriminately until .fi!e
tlement was ,possible.
·..
wp:ere ~ was lodged said, "If ·the lads Jeavirig age.
-·
· /
wbich make free enterprise irt:'thiscoim- "li~m· from outside .cbntroi: .:'society wrn · were :about toc•be~,Taihecl•~ouH ~0nl ,Of ·
our group brought his car up to the
can't get _what they wa~t -·~ etween~e. .,. _'I· visited· a comprehensive school in
ffiISH UNIVERSITY STUDENl'S also ~y so productive and progressive are
not_tolerate disruption and disprder, and
fountainside so that the expensive equip.
Shoreditch, in what we would call an un- · have been agitating for pretty i)-luch the essential to success of higher education.
hours of nme a.m. and rrudmght, they re
will not allow a coµununity where it exnever going to get it," and I was inelined
derprivileged area of London. The huge
sanie reasons as their colleagues across However, neither . the academic world ists to be self~governing.
ment we use could be sheltered· quickly
th e "Irish Sea. · They want more say in nor the business world have absolute ·
if necessary.
.· . ·
to agree.
.majority of the children there don't go to
When the .rain did start, · we loaded
l'IIIRD, OUR, universities must not
, Bqt Mr. Charles Maule, who was a
college;,, and the school autjlorities havi:;
univJrsity affairs at Trinicy College, and freedom without any restraint, and .both
the equipment into the· car, and sought
lose ·, touch ~ith. their ·.students either
a~e bound 9y responsibility to the public.
-young don?t C!are College tw~nty years
trouble keeping them there much beyona,
at the University of Dublin there is genthe age of fifteen.
eral dissatisfaction with the whole situa- Both prosper best when the atmosphere ,~,-th!()ugh ,the imp~rsonality that gro..ys out
ago and is still there, looking . pretty
9ur shelter elsewhere, leaving the · car
~u_ch ··the sam~, told _me that. chaI:~es
THE SITUATION THERE is quite tion, dominated by a dilapidated physical is essentially one of freedom and· initia- of Jarge_numbers or through neglect re- there. When we returned, we found that
:sulUng. .from .preocc1,1pal:ion with rea security officer had ticketed the car
~~! have taken place m the umversities
similar to what it is in one of our "ghetplant which makes for very uncomfort- < tive.
and had made arrangements to have
-~~mg the past decade ha,ve been_ greatto" schools, where family b1tckground
able conditions for everybody.
In order to develop a real' under~ _; .search. The primary tasl<" of -a universi1
.
·ty, around which. everything else centers,
it ~owed away at the owner's e"'pense.
,~!;~_an those_that were made durmg ~e
and economic necessity combine to push
But again .this unrest is an internal
standing of what is occurring on the cam-· is'· the instruction :of _young men and ,
Pt;e.vious 000 years.
..
the average child into the labor market . aff;:pr. A few students walk out, a few re- puses, one ' must have a ·real under_ALL ATTEMPTS TO reason_' with. th~
.-, . ~o the student protests m En~land are
as soon as possible..
·. fused to take final exam's, but generally standing of today's college students: The
wo;e~-.
'tl ,
t b
officer c:ame to no avail. A visit to the
~fti-~v.ing results. But mostly they re pot as
Many students even in their teens
the work of the universities goes ori with- · overwhelming majority of stticleiits ~d . · . our • umversi_ :~ mus , : .con•
security office was equally futile. ·
~~?lent as ours and they us~ally co~cern
read and write on about a third grade
out much outside interference.
faculty - 99 per cent at least --in the . ; ~;Iled about the efficiency.of their operOnly the fact that the crowd of :music
~~_yes that can be settled fairly amicably
level, and prospects for employment are
IN CONCLpsION, I would ~ay that state universities of Florida are·petform- .· at10ns _a nd seek to 11,old down costs. T~e
lovers was generous with ~eir' .pocket
~f agreei_n~nts ~etwi;e~Jaculty, stu~e1_1~ very limited.. But a few break 'through student agitation in the educational 'Sys- ing creditably by any reasonable stan~ __, ~du~ation of young ~e~ ?nd wome~ 1S change allowed us to pay the · truck
·
·
, . mevit~bly a personal activity. It r:qmres
_and admmistration. Ver~ seldom ~as it
and go on to a "training college" for
tem all over the United Kingdom is con- dard.
~river for his call to .the Unfversity,
.large amounts of _personal seI'Vlce. It
;9~n l}ecessary to call m the police or teachers or to one of the universities. siderable, and it has had far-reaching rethus_ preventing the car .· from .peing
TODAY'S
STUDENTS
ARE,nqt
oqly
does
not
readily
lend
itself
to
the
assem,'.! 1~_e r outside auth0rity.
·
Teachers like John Stanfield, who insults. But it is not violent - not nearly
towed away:
.
·
°J-l FOUND THAT disturbances rocking vited me to visit the schoo), Qnly hope, in the manner that ours is in the U.S. more 'mature; they are more experi- bly line methods of automobile manufacPreviously, our procedure of moving
turing or meat paGking. Because wages
.ilie educational system on the lower levthat this very small breakthtoqgh will
Perhaps our problems are tougher and enced and sophisticated. With .few excepthe car to the hill h~d been ~pproved .
tions they are orderly, 'hard-working, · and salarie~-in our economy are constan-:els were in some ways more farget bigger as the years go on - -but the
require tougher solutions.
by security officers on duty. · Why were
to
tly
rising,
higher
education
reg¢res
an
morally
·upright,
idealistic,
committed
But so far the British and the Irish, at
' ,~~aching.
possibilities of the children in. places like '
we not informed that we could.· not· use
t:;;Sirice the Labor government has come
Shoreditch, he says,' are at least better · · lea,st, have managed without violence, learning, and dedicated to the · advance- · ever-increa,sing percentage of the natio::it~e
same rneasures to protect ciiit' equip;:jn:'. the · system of separate schools for
than they once were.
· ·
and . perha~s some day we will take a ment of· American society. No .younger. · · al ·income: For ·this reason it is a responment last Wednesclay? 1
,
sibillty of those in higher education t~ be
generation ha,s -ever seen eye tci eye with
j .~de~cally bright and less-bright stuIN ffiELAND THE teachers o.n _this
lea,f from their book.
And why was the owner not-given a
~-..-·,-'
chance to move the car before · the
I
•
'
-~
~·-~
.:.:
wrecker was call·e d? ·
··
'

~~

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is a
statement by the Chairman o·f the State
Board of Regents. D. Burke Kibler, III
gives an optimistic outlook for Floria's
university system. Tbe Oracle would
weicome any comments by. faculty, staff
or students on Mr. Iubler's views. ·
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Dr. Warner Writes On Stevenson
·"

~:--:•...;.;,:t:

~ ITOR'S NOTE: THE FOLLOWING
~ il'TER WAS \VRIITEN TO THE EDl~'TOR OF THE TAMPA TRIBUNE BY
~ - ROBERT . A. WARNER, CHAIR)tAN OF THE ~'\IERICAN IDEA.
:~~.:,:~,

;,:.c.•
~t,. ;,

·Dear-Sir:
itfi was shocked when your editorial ap~
}i~~red questioning Dr. Stev~nson's suita-.
'lfility as a teacher in our program "-The
1\:merican Idea." I wholly disagreed, but
student paper The Oracle . presented·
about Stevenson and his tea_ching I
itlfdught you must have overlooked and
fi1om this informed base so effectively
ifuicked your position without reply or
challenge that I thought the matter
closed.
. ..
::\'::':Subsequent .events however require
·1 clarify my position that Dr. Ste~nson is not only qualified but a most
and successful teacher.
effective
.
·'• ..
;'.': ..THE AMERICAN IDEA program is
~esigned to prepare students ·for the
responsibilities of today's citizenship.
0ur American tradition and values are
pr~ented in relation to both domestic
and world issues and responsibilities.
15rawing on the wealth o_f college quality
paperbacks we study our institutions of
law and governmental policy in contemp_pi:ary relevance and seek to discover
what may reasonably be relied upon and
~greed about. The focus in our study of
tbe history, economics, a nd institutions
of. the American people is the values,
ideals and traditions which enable us to
seek solutions and to .attain civil society
and some measure of moral consensus.
In our present fractured society between old-young, black-white, hawk~

•J,

·~'f

!:,its

;~

!9~J
~~-,

~

I

dove, advocates of change-advocates of · Volunteers should be. Their American
mission ·i s to share with Iranians our
order the job is exceptionally difficult
and important. The student<; with the
ideas and to interpret theirs to us; ·and it
best and most independent min<;is may · is personal -and unique instead of orgawell be the most difficult to reach; the
·
nized. Is it the less American?
ablest and most agressive personalities
Like Dr. Peter Wright . who taught
may be\ the hardest
to advise.
.
with us in our program· and is now AID
supplied consultant with Guatemala in
THE PROGRAM HAS BEEN of sertheir major reform of ~e school system
vice at USF. Responsible student leaderthere, like Dr. Bosserman on our staff
ship testifies to it and there is a promiswho recently reported recommendations
ing reality about student government
to the . Liberian government for educaand representation in the education opertional improvements he had researched
ation and the general USif community.
for the Council of Churches, like the
Our department now has a Student ParUSF's School of Education which has a
liament and representation, which is
project in Honduras; the Stevenson's are
helpf~.
committed to the traditional Ametican
But let us turn to the issue at hand mission to help and to serve mankind.
the suitability of Dr. Stevenson to teach
DR. STEVENSON'S COMl\DTMENT
in this program . Since the day of John
Adams and the attack on and lapse of ' and sincerity has established the respect
the Alien and Sedition Acts, ·resident · and faith students have in him. The most
disturbed and angry will listen if they
aliens in the United States have usually
know him. The University of South Florienjoyed the full legal status and rights of
da _,especially during the past two years
citizenship, lacking only the privilege cif
has owed him much for our relative reaoffice and the · franchise. -Immigrants
son and quiet. He ,has taught genuine rewere encouraged. America was the land
sponsible involvement .and advised and
of promise, of freedom 'and opportunity.
guided student policies and action. He
Since we were committed to freedom,
refugees from unsuccessful revolutions · did so, not representing authority elsewhere have been welcomed and soni- ·which the young resent - but as friend
times aided. Throughout the 19th Centu- · ~d counsel. In the adversary relations of
ry Americans abroad were advocates of campus politics, this role was not always
understood and appreciated. The stufreedom and democratic c·hange, redents understood, especially tlie dissi- ~
presentative of a "continuing revolution"
toward freedom and opportunities and dents, but some of their elders, too sensi,
tive or tender for the current fashions in
the welfare of man.
generation conflict sometimes were
ROBERT STEVENSON AND Jane his scarred, and resented his rol~ This
wife are in this tradition, devoted to -this
misconstruction may be the basis for
American idea, missionaries of the plain,
some,failure to recognize his value to the
modest American spirit, as Peace -Corp university.

.

.

l

OUR GROUP HAS worked the ." last
12 weeks without compensatioi:i in · what .
we believed was a service ' to· the., members of the University.
. :
Official University vehicl!?s .- penorming normal service· functions have . Iree
run of tbe grounds, sidewalks arid grass
included, and do not seem . t.o-, ravage
~e campus. We do _n~ s~ ~P.~: our
smgle, necessary serv1ce veh1cJe · Ciln ~
any more damaging. At any fate,: we
all appreciate the University's gratitude.
BYRON L. ALExAM)EB

to Iran 'a nd teaching us about the Middle
In his field of international and interto- God's word in
cultural relations as ·well as in' the gener- · East where according
/
Revelations, we may well:fear Armagedal background of th·e American tradition
don . .: ',
'
and he,r itage he 'is very informed arid intellectually creative. His ideas· ~e ·.mter- ·
esting, his judgII,1ents . careful . and re- , . . IT 18 A UNIQUE asset for USF and
served. Day in, day out, as· a colleague 'I)unpa; I hilve · been . trying to persuade
he is stimulating and sound, gentle and .Dr. Stevenson to maintain his relationship with us · eve_n when he returns to
reasorrable in disagreement. , .
Iran where he. may join or establish a
PEOPLE IN ANGER' or _prE!ju'dice cultural · exchange and institute center,
may not like him .without knowing him, • . already ·projected by the University of
because he is active. He is activEi ·and Texas and AID.
committed, but it is first to
. -his job ·· Your editorial did, I .fear, irreparable
never missing a class, grading his pa- d~age, reieased biased, uninformed atpers, spending hours \vith students, keep- . .tacks, . maligned a . -fine teacher and
July_ 9, . 1969
ing up with1 his field and pu~Ucations._ . -American; ' arid . widened the misunde'r·
Vol. 4 ·
No. 2
He had organized and transported stustanding between students and . what
ACP ALL-AMERICAN SINCE llJ67
dents to the Asolo Theatre pro.dilctions . when they resent it they choose to call
as well as to politically oriented meet"the establishment". I only hope any in·
ANPA PAC~MAKER AWARD 1967, 1969 .
creased furor of cQntroversy may be
ings. In the past c:ritical · two. years his
avoided. ·
Published every Wednesday In the scl!ool ·yelf
views have becdme concerned and ·seriby the University ot South Florida 4202· Fowler Ave..
ous. He organized tbose who were · "conTampa, Fla., 33620. Second class p0stage paid at
cerm_
i d" for Senator McCarthy as Presi- .
· BUT I DOUBT if it will be. Dr. SteTamoa, Fla., 33601,. under Act Of Mar. 3, 1179. Prtnt,.
ed
BY The Times Publishing Company,_ St..-Pettndential candidate th~ teaching _the · . vem;~n is· personally hurt and ~rofessionburg.
.,
.
·
•
__American political way. He opposes. the
ally· damaged. He cannot do other than
Circulation
Rates
increased militarism of our "peacetime"
defend himself. The students, some too /
Single copy (nan-students) .• .... . __ . . -'--~- 'ioc 1
astonished yet to react; and others reinternational relations and ·of our civil
Mail subscriptions . .. . . . ---------·-· $4 Schot!I yr,
and economic society. He opposes·· our
sponsive to advice 'to cool it' cannot be
The Oracle ls written and edited by students at
University Of South Florida. Editorial VIIWI
Vietnam policy. He tries to insist that we
expected to continde _calm in his support. . the
herein are not necessarily those of the USF~admlfto
islration.
.
Pride is involved. Since you started it,
keep other alternatives in mind and not
Offices: University Center 222, phone "81,41311.
Publisher
and
General
Manager,
ext.
611;
News,
ext.
sink ipto complacent or ,cynical acquies- - it might help if you said "Sorry, we did
619; Advertising, ext; 620. oeadlinu: genaral 11ew,
cence. These views and activites are not- · not .know." Your implication that Dr.
and ads, Wednesday for following Wedntsllay; letters
to editor, 5 p.m., Thursday; classified, 2 p.m., F~lo
only legal and moral, ·but commendable · . Stevenson· is "unAmerican" was wrong
day.
.
and fitting a teacher, who must be both
and approaches libel. In higher loyalty to
Philip Runnels -------------- - -- ----- Editor
intellectual and . spiritual leader-. and . education and to peace, and in fairness
gscar Ros .. . ·---- ----------·------ Managing Editor
May Zogorsk, -- ---- ------------ -- Editorial Edllofl
guide.
·
to a fine, sweet, and gentle man, you
ax Ramos -- ----·-··-------------- --- News Edlftl'
Mary McKey ---·-----------Le ____ . Makeup Editor
~hn Jolinski ________________: _________ Spo,:ts Ecittw
The wholly rare and unique C()ntribumight apologize. It- would . do you good,
_ug Kaye ..-----·---- ----------- Fine Arts Edltw
tion Robert and Jane Stevenson have to
too;
WP ,ley _Brooks ___________________ _: ____ Phot11graphff
at Hill -·-··-··--- ---'- ------ Advertislns MIN9ffmake is to peace -through understatiding. · ··
Sincerely,
Prof. Walter E. Griscli _____ General Manager
Their activism is more than commenda- ·
Dr. Arthur M. Sanderson
· __ ,Publisl!•
Robert A. Warner
July 6
ble. They are carrying American, ideas
&41\t=
.
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USF KEEPS flNGERS . CROSSED

Atlanta Pop Festival\
Was A Two-Day High

Regents Will _Decide
On Basketball Friday
.

.

-.

.

•. .

.,r,

·usF·and Tampa Bay area

By DAVE DIAL
Correspondent

.

.

.

USF has tentatively hired Don Williams, who is currently
basketball coach and athletic director at Millikin University,
Decatur, :pl., as its coach for.the ~70-71 season.

basketball buffs, with fin! ~ gel's -crossed and providing
the· Board of Regents passes
WILLIAMS, BESIDES HIS · coaching chores, will become a
President John S. Allen's
faculty ntember and · teach physical education, a required
r~ommendation -for a bascourse at US,F \ Williams' appointment, however, is contingent
~
ketball team at its Jacksonupon the Regents' approval:
may
viille meeting Friday,
Williams, a former Tampa Imlsborough High School basket·· ' finally· get their-wish of supball
coach
for 10 years, brings top-notch credentials to his tenta. porting the popular sport.
tive.prosition. ·As coach of the '.'Big Red" which started in 1953,
- , the decision for baskethe .had advanced his team five 1inres· to the finals of the state
::; : ba11; :which was · recomAA basketball tournament,
winning
once. and copping runner-up
'
.
~'-, mended ·early-- in ·the spring
honors twice,
. ·'. (•
t, .. by' the Faculty-Student Ath· letic Council, had-been postAT BILl:8BOROUGll.ms teams _compiled ·a record of 170
JOHN JOLINSKI
poned earlier, pending final
wins out of 22l.games, good for a winning percentage of .768.
~· -action.·by ·the F1orida LegisSports ~ditor ·
He ·left Hillsborough for head co~chlng responsibility-at Millilature on fees,
·
.
. kin in 1963.
'
which include the Activity and Service Fee from which the pro. In his 10-year coaching stint at the Tampa high school,
,.. gram, if passed, will be funded.
Williamst teams were used to, winning and the tradition didn't
·ALLEN, -AFTER A TH,OROUGH investigation of the Activi- change when he transferedhis::mentorship to Millikin.
.
..
.
ty and Service Fee budgets, said that ·a basketba]I program
DURING
HIS
SEVEN-YEAR
TENURE at the small Illinois
co"!lld be: financed, · and he submitted his proposal for a basketuniversity, his' teams have never finished lower than second
--- ball team. .
·
place in its conferen:ce.'Millikin has also been the Illinois representative to the National Association of 1Intertollegiate Athletics
{NAIA) basketball cham'pran$hips for the last two years. He
was also honored as the Dustr-ict 20 (Illinois) NAIA :coach of the
year i-n 1968.
Williams.received his Bachelor of Science degree in physical education from Millikin lIJ 1948 where he was captain of
sliel."ler, former cause. He was touchel for two both the basketball and track'tejlms. He went on to receive his
'=' USF ·baseball pitcher who re- doubles in the first inning .~asters from·Columbia_Univ~rs1ty, ~ew Yo~~cenfly' signed a niajor Jeague Which l'ed to the TarpOns only
WILUIAMS IS MARRIED .and the father of five children.
contract with the S'an Diego scores. The 6-3 hurler · also
His appointment came two weeks after Allen announced his
Padres, lost his first P.rofe5:- had a single in two pl~t~ ·a p• -recommendation for a .basketball program at USF• .Williams
· was chosen from a list-which ,contained '40·'names, which includ~
sional start 2-0 against the pearances.
Tampa Tarpons two , weeks
Sherzer, who was 4-6 for ed such top names as Florida Presb)'.1:erian's ·Jim Harley and
ago.
USF this past year, was th~ -Florida State;s ·Bill Clendin~n... .. .·
Sherzer, a hard throwing first Brahman baseball playWilliams will assume his .USF. responsibilities Sept. 16, prorighthander:, for Key West in · er ever to sign a pro contract. . viding he gets his release.from Millikin.
the FJorida · State League, Doug Heykens -was the second
Williams will have. the rough task of b!lilding a basketball
gave up only six hits and last week when .he signed with · team from scratch, since •hf will baye only 10 scholarships to
. .,,
wotk with. The first :sea5<!n,:will be basically a freshman team
didn't w~ ~ batter in a •losing: Cincinnati.
-r::,::,::,::,::,::,~~::,:;.::::,~::,::,~::,::,::,::,':,::,::,:;,:;.::,-::i:;.:;.:;,:;,:;,:;,:;,:,:,:,:,:,:;.:,:..
- schedule with ~ach-year •.to progress accordingly,
.

-Sherzer Loses Pro
·:--.Pitching Debut, 2-0 .
Marvin

Saab

--------=---------------

MG

Amidst the chaos of our
time one would not think
that 150,000 people could
gather for a two-day period without some- type of
major disturbance.
Yet the only disturbance
was the frenzied excitement . generated by the
music at the ·Atlanta .Po~
Festival, and this is what
the crowd wanted. · ·

The perfo!'!I1ers came in blue - eyed albino ·q lues
different sizes, shapes, singer named Johnny
and colors and played ev- Winter.
ery type of rriusic from
The pop magazine Roll,
gospel to psychedelic and ·ing Stone described Winjazz. It was a music lov- ter as "a hundred and
er's paradise, -for there · thirty pound cross - eyed
were 25 big name groups albino with long .fleecy
and they all played their hair playing some ·of the
hearts out.
gutsiest blues guitar you
THE PERFORMANCE have ever heard." The.dethat captured the audi- scription stands. · ·
ence the first day was
The second night Led
that of a blond haired
Zeppelin stole the show
from· Blood, Sweat &
Tears . and Janis Joplin.
When the crowd demanded an encore froin Zeppe-.

E>RI\.CLE CLASSl:FIED

2. FOR RENT
----------To rent 4 or more bedroom
house 'unfurnished,'_from August
1st or Sept. !st. Children, pets: 2
yrs. lease ff necessary. Wn!e
Mrs, J. Mtlrrar, 3137 Gecelia
D~., Apopka, F'la. 32703.

6. FOR SALE

Subaru

TEMPLE TERRACE.CUT RATE
LIQUORS

"24' Trimaran
.
Day - Sa iier" &~l1¥lh'•™
'.k~
Good condition. $1000, • Comp- · . .
. ~
~ ·
lete • including trailer. Vinyl
CLASSIFIED
cabin, many extras. Phone 920ADVERTISING RATES
2504.
5 llnes ·

! "",.: ;,;,. . <'

/
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•
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•
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• - ;
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13. WANTED

Private Tutoring in Polish, Russian, F'.repch, German and ·spani§h. Phone anytime. 251-3679.

-~

st-recei-ved-sh-ipment of--1969-MGC; MG·e·, MG
=--.:i· ' . - .
Midgets & A-H ·sprites . ---•,:~ ' -' L.
•.-~ ··Come in whtle we still have a large selection: · ,.
I

:

21. MISCELLANEOUS

Rallye Action
·Set Saturday
..

i: _..;·..

~

~

...

3500 Fla. Ave.

..

•

~-

... ..' t' • ........ ,.- .• .

- •

~ran~hi~ed Q.ea~e.r.; .

-R~Hye Saturday'

· Sales & Servi~e ·.

223-4241

~--

·~=s;pqrt$: Car Fun _

-- ..

_

~

1 · ,•

.

1·

516 To-Take
r

GRE-Saturd·ay

. The D_SF ·sports Ca~. Club.
. (USFSCC) will kick ,off its, tirst
- . summer quarter ev.ent ~aturday at 6:30 · p.m., when '.- the • .
club will sponsor a fun rallye
· entitled "Just ·li'our Y'all."

leave ·approximately at 7 :30
p.m. . ,
The rallye course was devised by the English Ford
Rallye ·Team, and, according
to club members, is. relatively
Registration for . interested · short a nd easy.
participants will star;t .at 6:30
If you enjoyed the English
p.m . . in the Fine Arts park· Ford Rallye Team's last outing lot with. the fir~t car to ing, or ·if you're out shooting
for " Gr~ek bread", join the
fun Saturday evening. .
The fun rallye is one of
several USFSCC events on tap
for the summer quarter. For
any additional information,
phone the University Center
desk.

Over 516 students have
made application to take the
Graduate ...-Records Examination Saturday in various buildings on campus.
The aptitµde exam will be ,
given in tlie morning ' starting
at 8 a.m. The afternoon is reserved for the advanced and
specific subject exams. It is
expected to last until 5 p.m.
For further information contact Dr. Edward Caldwell, director of Evaluation Services.

If you are a high school graduate or equivalent and
want to learn how to fly, here is a new opportunity for you. :'!'.:
But believe me, I've nevei be- +L It's called the Warrant Officer Flight Training Enlistment M
fore been thrown out of .as nice J/i Option. That's a big name. What it means rs this: today, iY
a place as this. Yessiree, when · r. !•. you can enlist in the United States Army for the specific /~;j
. purpose of becoming a rated pilot. As a pilot, you will have
you guys tossed me outta here,
the rank of Warrant Officer.
..
this bein' the luxurious Fontan.a
Hall wit' food and pool, ·you .:,r.i.t.I.-.•.
Today's mobile Army depends on ifs helicopters more l!!I
tossed me out of a.' NICE, ;;., than .ever ••• that's why it needs more helicopter pilots If
than ever before, Today, wl!en men must move swiftly over.
PLACE•.Careful with· the suit,
Mac.
,k

]l
:.i.:.'.:,•.•

It

.r
·.
·. ·.,
..•,_:
: .., ::f··.;.
:· .

'.1
.

CAMPUS

I
r:r:3E:~~=::.:~~rf
c1u11!a11a dlall 1
W
_ · .,' ..~
!_:
.:.:_!'.,;
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UNIVERSITY CENTER
BREAKFAST 7:00-9:30
LUNCH 11:00-2:15
DINNER 4:30-6:30 .

·!IfI

!l

:r~:;=r:.~~t: f :; : ~ 1
respected
I

ters. As a helicopter pilot in the United States Army, your Hi
personal ·opportunities are matched only by your opportu- [}
nities to help your Country at this important time. in histo-.. ;!:i\

',Y•

A Warrant Ollie~, is highly
for h;s technkal
ability and training as a specialist. In rank and prece- %:
~,'. ;.: .~./.•. dence, he is accorded the military courtesies and enjofv_s f/!
the privileges of a commissioned officer. He lives in of 1- /{;
@: cers' quarters. He un belong to officers' clubs, and other :\d
organizations open to officers of the United States Army. t

UC SNACK SAR
OPEN
8 A.M. - 11 P. M.

ti!

M'
iJl

M •ing

I

· You can sign up for the Warrant Officer Flight Train- 'fa
Program .if you have the following qualifications: you

m:

ff •must be a citizen of the United States, over 18 but under 30 ff

FOOD·SERVICE

ii\

·:.:;·•.•'.:'..:•_.-.•:' years of age; You must be~ hthigh schooI gAraduafte o r equivalent and willing to enlist 1n e Regu1ar rmy q_r 2 years. q
· ;'.} Furthermore, you must agree to serve 36 months on active Ji
1¥ duty after completion Of your flight 1raining program. Jt}
Physically, you must be over 5'4" but under 6'4"-, weigh W
l~ss than 200 pounds, and have 20/20 vision in each eye. Jl
'i,,_
i·',•[_.:I• You must be mentally alert. In orde~ to qualify for War- ((
,:.,
rant Officer Flight Training, you will have to pass a series Ml
:_I _[.:.:.},_:_·

from-Morrison's

~-

.

~

CALL

932-4391

l,,~:~:~:::~::::e:::~:::.::·::::·: ::::·J
.·• •:_,':,i:'.
;.-

~

~
1

,·

rn

Papers, manuscripts of any
length ty_ped in English, German, and ' French. IBM executive carbon ribbon. Call Jennifer at 935-7948• .

~ -..

'

Tent Trailer . 1968. Camel Cara- (27 characters/line) --- ~1.00
van 6 mo~ths old complete Additional Line -·--··· .IlS
· h- · · : '
•'
d
t Repeated: 2-4 fssues
.90•
wit canopy, ~are tire an ma - More than 4 issues ··-· .75* ,i t
tresses. Sold for $495,00. Will *Per five lines· 127 characters)
'~''
take $340. Call 932-1362 after 5.
·,

15. SERVICES OFFERED

·BAYAUTO
•;. ·-·SALES & SERVICE L. T1.·D.

UNLIKE OTHER feS..tivals, the real hassle .. was
not the police ·but :the
weather. About 80 people
were hospitalized . w.1th
heat exhaustion. Fi~ally
to rectify this problem,
nearby fire trucks ·we.re
called in to spray : :the
crowd. .
- 1
Considering all aspe.e ts, .
including the heat, the ~htire Atlanta Pdp Festival
could be summed up with
one word - high.
L ,J

by staff m ember beginning Sep8448 56t.h Street
tember 1969. One small child.
Call Mrs: Grass, Ext. 101.
John:
··
·· This shall serve as a formal ·
reminder that ·our marriage is
5326 BUSCH BLVD.
, .;
based on a temporary contract ~~~~~~~N~E~X~T~T~O~P~A~N~T~R~Y~P~R~ID~E~~~~~-~
·~
' ~
due to expire July 9, 2015. Sin- cerely. Mary

94117

Simca

min-

TEMPLE TER_
RACE LOUNGE
and·Cut Rate Liquors· .

Wfu.~~<>!Sfilll.%.<(;<si&m<m~;;}l ih~'?,,~~!'R,¾~~~~~m
~ : ~ % ~ ~$~~~1~'.R~mi~.:~»":.~-:-:>~d:~¾~~~~~~:::,~

POETRY W.ANlED for cooperative poetry . anthology. Please
include stamped envelope. Send
to Idlewild Press, 543 Frederick, San Francisco, California,

·-.- ...... ·-

ADS

~ .

lin, they returned :and
·b elted out another 35
utes of hard rock.
·

imm

I

GWYNETTE · HILBURN

·s uM'MER REPERTORY

. Vocal Recital Thursday

,,

;: Golddiggers
}In Bi_
iou Night

6-

Miss Gwynette Hilburn; a
senior in Vocal Music Education, will pre.s ent _her Senior
Recital Thursday at 8 :30 p.m.
in the Fine Arts Auditorium '
(FAH 101).

July 9·, 1!~9, U. of South Fiorida

~,

IF FDR KNEW

. . •.

She ~ be accQmpanied by
Robert Gower, a graduate
student in music theory. The
. program will include selections by Vivaldi, Purcell,' Si. bella, Brahms, Faure, ~bus,

Social Number
, Isn't Security

"THIS TYPE OF SHOW is
formances on varying weekdays durjng the three-week the product of an era in enter~
run from July 21 to Aug. 9. tainment that filled a specific
) temember "Bonnie and
.
..
.. .
Aside from the feature film, need in a specific time. It is
Clyde"? · Remember t h a t
director • innovator Franklin totally escapist and highly
scene where they watched the
Morse has a ·full evening of naive,'' said Morse, "but deMISS: (Returning) Are , you..·
By PHILIP RUNNELS
movie? Remember that
,,.
entertainment planned, pat- spite its naivete-"
' · Editor
Zelda Giltch? ·
movie? Remember the song
"And lack of sophisticaterned after the old Roxy
they sang in that movie?
Word has filtered down · STUDENT: No. I'm .•.
Theatre iri New York. '.['he tion," .interrupted Sherouse.
Well, in case no one remem•
through
the grape vine that,
program ,w ill be composed
MISS: I don it · want your ,
"And taste,"
continued
hers, the song was "We're in
as
of
j>ress
time, everyone at name. I want your CORRECT ~,
mainly of · one extravagant · Morse, "a modern audience
The Money" and the movie
musical number after anoth- can still get a lot of enjoy- USF still has not successfully Social Security N um b 'e r,
· Bonnie and Clyde were watch~
'-~. ~B"
y BOB JEROME '
ment out of it. It might be accomplished the memoriza- please.
ing was "Golddiggers of er.
tion
of
their
social
security
, . .' Correspond~nt_
1933."
Morse maintains that his nostalgic for some, even
s T U,D EN '.I: ,(Sheepishly)
Now, for a limited time show "is ·not an attempt to though authenticity is not our number •.. sometimes, how- Maybe_Ws 98- 765-4321. ; .
As far back ,as -two years
ever, they won't admit it.
·
·only, you can see the rest of re-create ·exactly, but to cap- primary concern. I think
· ago; · the •publicity tom-t.oms
MISS:
MAYBE?
many
people
~ be surprised
that all-time classic. or, if ture the feeling that run from
(SCENE: Student entering
begal) beating out ·news of
.you're not that . J nterested, the '20's through the '40's. All at the amount of work it real- records office to clear up
STUDENT: It is; IT IS!
Carl! Foreman's production of
there are many other things the ~aterial is from that era, ly takes to get one of thesT some sort of ·difficulty conMISS:
(Later)
No
·it
..
is
not.
_.
"Mackenna's
Gold" - heap
.to , entertain you in Theatre however. The show makes a things off the ground."
cerning something ,about them
STUDENT:
12-345-9876?
BiG
·western.
. •. : top-name
USF's third offering of the comment without commenting
"I wonder;•· Sherouse said, making him a Freshman after
stars_· • • • ·mqlti~zwllio!', $$$
summer season, "F a m- i 1 y on itself, though it does satir- "if people might reconsider he successfully completed 172
MISS: (Much, much, much ' budget ·• . • much roadshow
Night at The Bijou."
their own forms of entertain- hours of credit out of 172 later) Now think.' Real hard. potential.
· . ize itself.
·.
MORSE
IS
A
GRADUAThours
attempted).
,ment."
'
STUDENT: . What if I .just . ;~_i1ut a vear later; Playboy
IT'S ALL PART OF CINE;~
,
FEA:HJRED WITH BERMA SUMMER, the seventh -an: ING SENIOR in Theatre Arts
gave you my name?
..
M,'l!gazine
let
.the ".catwoman', who
had
directe~1
the past pro- QUIST (Sherouse) are a comSTU~ENT: E~cuse me,
nual repertory festival, which
MISS:
Your
Social
Securi.
ou~
of
tlie
.·
bag
·by doipg a
-also features, in nightly rota- ductioll_s oP 'The Subject Was pany of twelve girls and nine Miss. I need to •..
,ty Number, please.
pee"kaboo . spread ,on Julie
MISS: ' I'll be with you in a
tion, "Merton of The Movies" R?sE:S': and "°W;;0's Afraid of ~ en, appearing in varying
STUDENT: (Eyes beaming) N~wmar in her role as. the
and "Little Mary Sunshine." V1rguua Woolf, as well as roles throughout - as · cho- moment. Please ·wnte out Oh, it's here in my wallet • • • sullep,· statuesque .Ind 1 a n
showgirls,
butlers, what your problem is on this 263-72-9355.
"Bijou" will run the Wednes• ·_ afternoon- ·shows including rines,
m_a id who torments Gregory
"The Pit" and "Wat Memori- torch singers,. ushers, deities. sheet-of-paper.
day and Saturday of the first
,
.
)
·
H.
Peck
with kn!ves and kisses
MISS : (Returning
· ·. ''Mackenna;s Gold." Julie
-week and have four other per- al."
~0111ans, and good fairies (STUDENT writes out his
( J bn All ? , ere m
He has also appeared in . but -basically as the Bijou · problem.)
you are · • · 0
en·
·
Newmar ( !) in a "classic"
"H.M:S. - Pinafore," "Dracu- · ;Bachelors and the Belles.
STUDENT: No. My I!ame is stQry of the corrupting influla," "Twelfth Night," "The
Among ~e girls, dancer
MISS: I don't _understand
ence of gold? The idea soundPoker Session," and "Ivory Bunny Town a'nd ·comediennes your problem.
_MISS: Was that your cor- ed as promising as casting
Tower,'' among many other Martha Tiller and Barbara
STUDENT: You don't see? rect Social Security . Number Annette .Funicello as Queen·
· USF presentations.
Molloy appear in specialities. , I'm not a freshman . . . I you gave me?
Titania in "A Midswnmer
. . Designing the sets for the The others ' are Sherri Ahlin, have 172 hours.
Night's Dream."
STUDENT: Yes ..•
: ~
show,~ well as··being Master Jane Banks, Mar'y Ann BenMISS: So?
. MISS: Then you · are
AS ONE SUSPECTED; Miss
of Ceremonies
,Berkeley
Bers· tley, Aleida Chumley, Jan · STUDENT: So-.• ~-·co
·· uld n ,t John Allen.
,·
..
Newmar (along with: video co. •quist, is Alvis Sherouse, who Corns, Linda Heath, Suzanne you fix it for me? I mean corSTUDENT: I'M NOT.
medians Ted "Lurch" Cassidy
sciid -that in "Bijou" ,they wer!! Lunny, Betty Miller, and Joan rect my records so that ·it
Ju1y9-10-11-12
♦ "attempting
MISS: I'm sorry. You'll and Shelley · "Linda Little
to ·make some- Strauman.
makes me a Senior: - ,
,•
WED.-THURS.
thing totally theatrical - but
have to be until the Coi:rect Trees" Morrison) emerges as
The men included are ·Terry
♦
FRI.-SAT.
Beaver, George Gould, Steve
3 GIANT FEATURES
♦ iri a 'Hollywood' way."
MISS: Sure · · ·, j~t write Social Security Number Busi-' . an Al Capp redskin, -but in
FINE FAMILY
~vester, Pete Jacobsen, Doug out your problem on this sheet ness corrects it. Now • • . ac• this comic boOk conception of
♦
ENTERTAINMENT
Kaye,
;Bill ' Lupo~e, Darryl of paper.
ALL COLOR PROGRAM ♦
cording to this • • . • you $1on1t the Old . Wesl her nonFIRST OUTDOOR SHOWING
Marzyck, Rick Mo'nci:ief, and
STUDENT:
I
HAVE.
HERE
have
172 hours. You have a performance is even less ·un.
- "ANGEL IN MY
Ed Wolf.
IT IS.
major
dn Astronomy. Congrat- settling than the· poor match♦ ANDY
POCKET"
♦.
ing' shots, the patently phony
Suzanne Lunny and Susan
GRIFFITH
MISS: Oh? What's your So- ulations.
'
♦
- .-ALSOinterior settings, and the specStrandberg are designing cos- cial Security Number?
STUDENT: But I don't even
"SPEEDWAY"
♦
tacularly fake special effects.
tumes, and Mike Soluri is deELVIS PRESLEY ·
(STUDENT Thinks Quickly) like Milky Ways!
·
ALSO
signing lights. Former RockMISS~ Next, please. Write
Wandering in and out of the
STUDENT: 33728.
♦
"CHU KA"
♦
ette Nancy Wetmore is choreROD TAYLOR
your problem on this sheet of beautiful , Arizona outd~rs
MISS: That's your old, obographer and Roy Holton will
be at the keyboard of an solete Student Number. Your paper and give me your cor- ,, and th~ banal Hollywood In·
rect Social Security Numbel', ~oors IS. Peck as a. square,organ (as Johann Sebastian S o c i a l Security Number please.
Jawed ·marshal who discp,y~i;s,
~toppes) .
·
please.
(.- - - - - - - - - - - to his etern&f regret, the loca., .
STUDENT: 53°418-972.
tion of a legendary vaUey of
-MUSICAL NUMBERS WILL
gold.
Quickly captured by .a
!\USS:
That's
yol/1"
Army
INCLUDE such clasics as
Mexican bandido (the all"Hallelujah!", "Not For Me,'' Serial Number. Your Social
purpose Omar Sharif), Peck
"Crazy Rhythm," " You and Security Number, please.
is forced to lead the renethe Night and The Music,"
STUDENT: 11471.
gades across an arid patch of
''You Oughtta Be in Pictures" , !\USS: That was your Army
script ' thickly populated by
and "I'm Forever Blowing Rifle Serial Number, Your
galloping Apaches, . greedy
Bubbles."
Soc i al Security Number,
old-timers
(including Edward
(Continued
from
Page
1)
Camp? Perhaps it might ap- please.
·
G. Robinson, Burgei;s Merepear so. Morse laughed.
curriculum matters. ,
STUDENT: 935-1132.
dith and Raymond . Massey),
"Taste just wasn't part of
- "It · is · difficult ·_ .to under- and the pursuing cavalry (led
MISS:
That's
MY
,telephone
the vocabulary then."
number. Your Social Security . stand," . he continueq, "why by the treacherous· Telly SaNumber, please. .
maintenance men, traffic offi- valas).
'
STUDENT: Oh. 123-45-6789. cers and librarians ·.vote . on
Peck's reward seems worth
MISS: Thank you. I'll · be whether , a course l i k e all the risks: blonde, ladylike
phenoijlonological ontology beright back.
Camilla Sparv, _a .. frontier
longs in tl)e philos9phy or
· woman who · miraculously has
STUDENT: (Behind her psychology' department.''
stepped out . of the pages of
back) Dum-Dum-Dum-Dum.
By jOHN THOMSON
"Vogue" to be dishevelled but
By DOUG KAYE
Fine Arts Editor

sy,- Puccini, Kingsley, and
Me·notti.
·, 1

public, and everyone Js
cordially invited to attend.

· AT THIS TIME, Miss Hilbµrn will perform two songs
by;I~r. James-Mc,Cr:_ay, profes- sor of Vocal Music Education.
. ·\t will be a pr~re performance for "Fog," one of Dr.
McCray's songs, which was
written especialfy for Miss
Hilburn. ,
._The recital is open to the .

SEMINARS
_The afternoon seminar se- .
ries' in the Fine .Arts Music
Rehearsal Hall (FAH 1oi)
continues Monday featuring
Ward Fearn, professor of
French ' Horn at USF. Mr.
Fearn's,., seminar will be on
the Art of Playing the French
Horn. Besides his teaching du,
ties, he is presently serving
a member of the iiew1y
formed Faculty Woodwind .
Quintet.

as. ,

.: MOVIE REVIEW.

'MQc:ke11n~!~· Gold'
ls So·ur Dru,mbeat

Dr.

-

Taste
'that

beats

NEXT WEDNESDAY, Don
Kneeburg, professor
Low
Brass at the University, 'will:
· present a seminar and clinic·
on low · brass. Kneeburg,' 'like'
Fearri, is a new member of
the music faculty, : and · presnever soiled. The moviegoer, ently serves as , principal-.
ho1vever, has to settle for trombonist with the Florida
other rewards: the pleasingly Gulf Coast Symphony
Orche~· stark_location footage, the ad- tra in addition to his teaching
1
mirable dignity of actor Peck duties' here.
·
ii). such second0hand situa-- · Both
seminars are at 2 p.m:
tions, and one well-executed in FAH102.
,
'
bit where Sharif confesses the
reason.for his gold-fever.

ANOTHER 'BIGGIE'
Another big-budget, proposed roadshow attraction,
wliich didn't make the grade
for .reasons ail too apparent,
is "Those Daring Young Men-.
in Their Jaunty Jalopies."

-

Based · on the success enjoyed by "Those Magnificent
Men in Their Flying Machines" (1965), this riew twohour farrago transports a
good many first-rate performers through some second-rate
routines in a staging of the
Monte Carlo Rally of the
Twenties.
Once again director-scripter.
Ken ·Annakin has had the good
sense to cast his arch villain
with care. Terry-Thomas,
whose · natural flair for playing a rotten bad sport has
been worn down by a succesl
sion of rotten pictures, demonstrates here what h e can do
when the part almost corresponds with his talents.
Like "Mackenna's Gold,''
this costly production resembles a gigantic power station which is only equipped to
lig~t one solitary 50-watt bulb.

·the
others .

cold!.

facuity Plan

Allen Stops

o!

•

l"~-...

FREE

SOAP
to
USF
Students
Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.
At

KOINKLEEN,.
LAUNDROMAT
-' SHOPPING
: CENTER
OPEN 5:30 A.M.~ ·,
10:30 P.M.

COMPLIMENTARY
MAKE::.U p·LESSON

A-COMPLETE NEW LOOK AND A COMP.LEXI ON CARE PROGRAM DESIGNED
'JUST FOli YOU. IN PRIVATE. WITHOUT CHARG.E. CALL TODAY.

fflERLE flORmAn COSfflETICS

/<utk fi~~rt
WIG COIFFUR.ES
. .....

.

981-7394
NORTHGATE
SHOPPING CENTER .
MAU 932-2232

Honest-toPepsi taste!

URRIE'
1970

M. Sunshine
PEPSI•
COLA_ Announces
Her Chorus- S,eniors ·Pose GOLDEN GATE
for
'
7
0
SPEEDW{AYMUNTZ STEREO
You've got te-hand it to Little Mary Sunshine .....,, she (or
somebody higher up) has decided on a final, decisive list
of Forest Rangers, Young
Ladies, and Indians who will
cavort about the stage in.
Theatre USF's "Little Mary
Senior and graduate student
Sunshine," presented as part portraits for the 1970 Aegean
of Cinema Summer, the title will be taken today and Thursof this year's annual reperto- day between 9 a.m. and 5
ry festival, opening July 21. P•Il!·

SALE
r

4 & 8 TRACK
TAP~S

$4.98
j jselect-from RCA - Ampex - Columbia 'Muntz '

Capitol -

Decca and many others.

All Popular Hits ·
lilebraska' Ave. Store
Open ·9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday through Saturday_

STEREO-PAl{iNc
N01' AFFILIATED WITH MUNTZ

THE INDIANS ARE the solMyles Ross, editor, reminds
Chief Brown Bear, all students ,c o m· p 1 e t i n g
played by Gabe Ayala ; the graduation requirements . this ·
feeble old Indian guide, Fleet quarter to keep ·their appointFoot, played by Richard F. ments. Also, students graduat;,
Jones; and the savage rene- ing Quarter I, 1969-70, but who
gade, Yellow Feather, played will be off campus at that
by Rick Moncrief.
· time, should have their picSherrie Ahlin, Jane Banks, tures taken now:
Chris Dale, ;Linda Heath, Jane
Appointments - may still be
Jackson, Diana Steele Joan
made today- in University
Strauman, ;and Becki West
Center (UC) 223 or 224 or by
are all Young Ladies from the
calling ext. 679. All ,hours are
Eastchester Finishing School.
open except between noon and
TROUP 14 of the united 1 p.m.
States Forest Rangers inStudents graduating in Decludes Frank Faine, Ralph cember or in 1970 will have
Heath, Karl Lamp, Darryl their pictures made in OctoMarzyck, ·: Jack Perez, Ed ber and January:
Perry, Rick Talcott, and Ed
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STOCK.CAR.RACES .
located On E. Fowler - ½ Mi. W. of; U.S. 301. ·
A Hop and Skip From,the University .

EVERY FRIDAY AND.
SATURDAY AT .8:.30 P.M.
FRIDAY: LATE MODELS &TORNADO
SATURDAY: SP~N TS/EARLY MODELS,
BOMBERS
1
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'68 GALAXIE 4j,~t;~~;:~~:'· •••••••••••• •• $2476
, '69 FORD vinyl
LTD. Loaded ;nclud;ng
$417'0•
roof. low mileage • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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'68 C_HEVROLET
$2444
'68 VOLKSWAGEN ~-~~:~ ••••••••••• ~ •. $1773
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lie, Carol Devine, and Brenda m
Kiser.
W
VOCAL COACHES for prin- ){
~t~ls \~1n~~~~us a:~e

DALE MABRY AT HILLSBOROUGH
PHONE 876-2494

ADULTS 2.00 CHILDREN 6~12 YRS. 50c- .
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USF FILM CLASSIC LEAGUE
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USF To -Boom Ah8ad In ·•. Decade
f

By DIANE A!J.'HANSON

USF may emerge as on·e of
the largest, best equipped,
and most efficient universities
in the southeastern United
States within the next decade.
This i!l. the .consensus of key
administrative planners interviewed recently. They added
that the growtlf'·of , USF depends on economic, -political
and S'Ociological factors.
Florida is the fastest growing state east of the Mississippi. Social trends ' and pressures compel more young people toward higher education.
· Technical . skills and professions demand it.
"From 1,900 s·tudents in
·September, 1960, USF will .
· grow to an estimated full-time
equivalent student enrollment of 13,800 and possibly a
head count of-15,000 in the fall
of 1969," · Dean Frank H.
Spain, assistant ,dean of Academic Affairs, said:
· ''Approximat:eiy 32,000 FTE
students
enroll at ·usF ih
1980," Spain forecast. . Roxy
Neal; plan, planni!}g c~ordina. ~or of the facilities Planning
and Operations O~fice, co_nj~c:
tured 't hat the first, phase of'
construction is expected to be
completed by 1980 and will include a central kitchen, a
<>ne-stop student service building, a new library, .a College
.of Medicine, and a large university center and bookstore
among others.

/

1

will

Future-~anguag,e Lite·rature Uuildings . At .lJSF
"Adva·nced ,computerfzation
of stu9ent records will enhance personal involvement
betweeq ·stu~ent and cou!)s~l~
or, not deter it," .added Spa:fn.. · ·.
To stabilize- the student faculty ratio, ·:rµore FTE .faculty
positions will · be needed. ·
"Compared to fall, ·1968 wfrh
650 full-time equivalent . factil,
ty positions, u'SF in the.fall of
1980 will employ about . 2000
fi.ill-time faculty members,
not including ·other administrative and' · staff positions,'.'
Dr; Wayne Keene, director of
Planning and Analysis, esti-

Flprida. plans to build a men,.
· mates. This figure is based on
addition ..to · ·Language.Literature classroom footage.
current total FTE student en· tal hospital .on the 40-acr~ cor~
ner between Fletcher and 30th
. rollment projections; for 1980 .. ·. An extra 111,000 square feet of
teaching
lab
space
will
be
in
..
.
~treets.
t~e Veterans AdininisBesides the·•buildings of the .
use·
by
1973..
·
.
tration
is building a 720-bed
first phase cited by Neal, USF .
, hospital on 30th ·Street. The
also ·'hopes for construction of
· Aecording· to Neal, '30 thirdprivate ·University Community .
an auditorium, a biochemistry
an'd. fourth-phase b~ildings are
Hospital
was completed some .
buildin·g an,d a faculty of~ce
piatmed between Elm Avenue,
months
ago.
building in the near .future. :
'in front of the Administration
. In order , to accommodate
• "A Language - Literature.· · Building, and Fowlez:.
.
, necessary research materials,
Building, with approximately
A massive USF Med.ical
63 dassrooms and . six teachan upper-level student, gradu•
Complex may en.ierge to be
ate and faculty library is
.ing labs hopefully will be built ..
_by fall, 1971,'.' said Keene. By
the largest facility of itii kind
pl_anned tentatively for com· 1973, USF students · will be
in Florida; A CoUege of Nurs~
pletion by . 1975. The 10-story
ing will .joi.]1 with the College
using. about 52,000 square feet
structure will house approxi• more -of classroom space in
of -Medicine. The. State of
mately
two-million volumes.
'
.

I

Student Role Increases
By DENNIS RUPPEL
Students are not- just students anymore.
They now sit as voting members .on University
committees, which only sev~ral years ago they
rarely knew existed,, or had the interest to follow. Many question basic institutions of the society.
·
· ·
This trend of greater student voice in the
decision-making processes of the University
and increased political activism is likely to
continue througb the next decade.
\

THE USF Studeht Gov~rnment Association
so far ·has concentrated its efforts to gain studenf representation on committees making policy· recommendations to President Allen. As
SGA President Stev~ Anderson said, "Our
. principle is that student authonty should be
· commensurate with student respopsibility. The .
approval of the Student Bill of Rights was a
crucial step in this direction."
· ·
Students are currently members of the University · Senate and· most University Committees in ratios that Anderson feels are reMatter Of <;:9ncern
flective of student responsibility. He cited,
''ff'.e in the ·class of 1915 ·s pent o~r senior year t.otally sur- . - however, the exception of the role students
play in determining social rules, . regulations
roU11ded by the -First World W~r, ·blit were 'inside' and all
and procedures; ·
..
the rest _was 'outside/ a~d· it. ~as not for us ~ ·put t11e
"As it is, .the student has one hundred per
two together ... '' Archibald MacLeish ·
·cent, responsibility in this area and 1 therefote,

A·

•

,l_ ~l·:

I

t::

I

ANDERSON SUGGESTED that student
views will have increasing impact on national
po}icy. "Today's students will be tbmorrow's
voters and will be more sympathetic to youth
sentiments. Youth activism wiil not stop with
Vietnam. ·There ate other stimulants as well."
Herbert J. Wunderlich, vice president for
stuclent· affairs, commented that the greatest
challenge to USF over the next 10 years is to
avoid depersonalization fn .tre face of greatly
increased enrollment. He warns, "There will
be depersonalization unless we .increase forms
o~ de-centraiization." He said that greater emphasis in the student personnel program will
be placed within the individu;:i.l colleges, attempting to.draw students and faculty together
on that level.
WUNDE~LICH ALSO said that the student
of 1980 "will have some voice in the evaluation of the faculty, not in the selection, but
more of a review of classroom performance."
Further, "as regards activity dollars, there
will. be increasing participation, if not control,
by the students."
He concluded that the role of the !fi.udents
in all matters, of decision-making will increase
"Qn evidence of availability and interest, and
. if they·produce.
·
··

:I: i .,.

,

l : \

he should have one hundred per cent authority
in making policy recommendations."

~: .

;~ ·~: < Wn
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EDITORIAL

Aid To lnc'rease ·

Womanculture · Deman d?
By FAE ENSSLIN

"But,

D a d d y,

I'm

a

woman!" _
Present and future relationships of American
"Daddy, you never told me
higher education to· treasuries of government are
"So I notice."
I belong to a minority
"And over at the University
heavy with paradox: hope and fear, salvation and
group!"
we're being discriminated
damnation, partnership and hostility.
"What do you mean, Susie? ·
against.''
Federal government will probably assume a largYou
know
you're
a
white,
- "You mean the men don't
er portion of the total financial burden, but states and
Anglo-Saxon Protestant, , just
stand up when you come into
municipalities will firid it necessary to augment their
as I am!"
a room?"
investments in higher education, acco:r;ding to Dr.
Bailey, Pu.blic Affairs Scholar ~nd Regent of the· University of The State of New York. The ~id To NonPublic Higher- Education Act Of 1968, when appropriately funded, will substantially increase the states'
commitment to private institutions. In fact, the dividing line between public and private higher education will all but disappear.
·
BY 1980, a ·reasonable estimate for the nation's
expenditures on higher education might be $30 billion.
Unless the government aids institutions of higher education, many will die out or become inefficient
through increasing demands and skyrocketing costs.
According to the Carnegie Commission's recent report, "Quality And Equality," it is hope5i that private
money will continue to account for at least half the
cost of America's higher education. This, however, is
questionable.
'
.
·
·
The patterns of federal programs involve provisions for greater access to higher education for larger
C, '
numbers of people through increased student aid programs, with special emphasis .on disadvantaged stu- ·
No money, No . Room . . • . And Now TtllS!
dents and assistance in building new plants, most of
which are now planned or under construction for use " ·
in 1980. .
·
Increased support is a must at .the graduate anq ·
professional level, particularly in the scientific_ and
health-related fields; for necessary output of highly
'e ducated and trained manpower.
.:
THE GOVERNMENT intends to support high
quality in education where it now exists and to el)Dial-access television and
be used for anything from fol· radio "educastirig" are two of
courage it in ·other in~titutions. This support must be
lowing a doctor on rounds, to
the instruments ·for · ~ducatfon
broadcasting m~dical proce-steady an~ adequat~, ·ai;id not swayed b~ politi~al ·
()f the ·future at USF, accorddureJ at the · time they are
party 'policies· upon eacli charige. of admin~str~tion~
ing
to
WUSF
station
m
,
anager
being
performel
A corresponding guarantee • coinparable · to ~he
Richard
Steck.
G.I. Bill endorsements ,i s needed for our young people.
The University now has a
• Proper _funding is ,.in}portant
Money should be budgeted aifd c1ppropriatecl year
center .for closed circuit; dialto the ~rowth of all areas nc:,w
access booths .,where a perspn
prior to expected expenditures of funps.
·
,
in
"Our budget f~r
,dials a telephone num~r to
Federal Government should :coordinate 'its _pro- , ., theoperation_.
coming ~ear 1s two-thitds :.get a lecture -0n any of a num-grams which support higher education. The-t_ime
that of the preceding year,"
ber of subjects. Expansion of
come for an overview of the total activity and. eventu- .
said Steck,- commenting. on
this to all classrooms is seen
ally there should be one place in -government wh~re
the lack of an, iricrease in
for the years ahead; however,
broad concerns of higher education may be cons1d- , money for the station.
installing the service in the
ered and where priorities among its activities_may be
dorms
is unlikely; Stec:~ feels.
'
STEREO
FM radio is "alweighed against each other.
most sure next year"

'EduCasting' Ahea_d
-Via TV And . . RCl.dio

a

has .

College Costs Climbing
For ·Students And U·SF
You're getting a bargain
this quarter B;t USF. If you
don't realize it, stick around
until fall when you will find
tuition has gone up another
$25 per quarter.
· Tuition' has climber steadily
from $90 in 1960 to $150 in
1969. Other' fees have risen accordingly. This last year the
typical cost of living on campus at USF for three quarters
was $1,450. Next year it will
be more than $2000.
More than a fourth -of the
students at USF are receiving
financial aid, amounting to
$2.5-million. Next year Kermit
Silverwood, director of financial aids, plans to extend this
assistance to 4,500 students
with $3-million, despite the
Federal Government's cut in
NDEA loans by 31 per cent
and grants by 15 per cent, a
loss of $200,000 at USF.
Where will added funds be
found? The College Work ·

.
Study _ F:unds Pro~ram, P,r~vate donors, and _state_ funds
help: Student Government, ac_cord~ng to Steve Anderson,
president, hopes to make se~eral thousand dollars access1s
ble through thei:r ne~ . Disadvantaged Student Loan Fund.

Steck
said. Further in the future is
the idea of 'educasting.' Scholastic Teacher early this year
describes
e d u c a·s t i n g .
"Thro1,1ghout the teaching sessiori the broadcast instructor
. asks a number of multiple.~: choice questions. The student
:···_·. listens on his specially de,- . ·signed FM radio and replies
to· questions by pushing one of
· three response buttons on his
receiver.
'

~.'If he respo nds with an incorrect answer, he will hear
Even. federally insured bank.
his' instructor tell him he is
loans come harder to get as .
interest rates increase and
wrong a nd give him th e cor·banks can do better t!\an tlie· 1_
rect .answer, •with a probable
pe r cent simple 'int.erest the - explanation of wh;y he arrived
at his incorrect answer."
/
government allows. re~ch-· · · The addition of color for the
ers' Credit · Unions are · now
the best sourc·e . for these..
tele:vision facilities is of low
loans. ·
priority, but 'increased pro. While this all adds . up to a
gramming for . WUSF-TV is
lot of money, ana worry for:
planned. "C~lor is n,ot ne~esstudents, the tuition and -stu~ary, except in areas such as
medicine and humanities,"
dent fees only begin to pay
the cost of a student's educa- ·· said Steck.
tion at . USF. These fees paid
STECK FORSEES close
only 20 per cent of the cost
work with· the proposed medi-..
during the years 1966-68. State
cal school, scheduled for comappropriations paid 63 per
pletion in 1971. Television
cent, with grants, contracts,
equipment would provide a
donations and miscellaneous
"production center on
sources covering the .balance.
wheels." He feels this could
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WUSF is housed in the
basement of the library now,
The studios eventually' will
move out of the library into a
new building. Inclusion of the
· facilities into a statewide network of educational stations is
possible both in radio -and television. "Now connection is
through the mail's, and has a
built-in delay of several days
between taping a •program
and showing it," Steck commented. The television station
now pr9duces courses in
areas such as English, behavioral science, physical education, computer programming and French.

"Daddy, don't joke. This is
serious. There is absolutely
no consideration for us females. But what .- can we expect when we have no representatives in the power structure-! There isn't a single
course on Female Culture in
the currii::ulum:"
"Uh, female what?"
· 'A GROUP of us ·are going

to protest. We've drawn up a
list of grievances, and we're
going to take over the president's office this afternoon. If
they· thought threats were
made at Cornell they haven't
seen anything yet!"
. "Just what are you plan,ning?"
"We've b e e n practicing
.hair-pulling and scratching.
I've been honing my fingernails all week. And We've
. worked up some marrowchilling screams. I can hold a
.scream for 135 seconds. Want
to hear?"
· "Not right now, thanks.
Just what changes are you
asking for?"
'!For one thing, -we want a
Female Studies program. We
need courses like "Womanculture,". "A Survey of the Fe.. male Tradition from Eve to
Cleopatra;'' "The . Female
Ethic," etc. And the freshman
want a basic studies course in
''Husbandlore.''

"FOR ANOTHER thing, we
w.ant to ~ee soine pictures and
photos of members of our minority on the ,walls. We need
the glorious examples of
Edith Cavell, Susan B. Anthony; Ma Barker, Eleanor Roosevelt ... "
.,.. ,
· ;,How · a ·b out Raque 1
Welch?"
"Daddy! And furthermore,
we demand physical facilities
designed to our standards.
Lower tables arid desks;
women aren't built like men,
you know: And chairs contoured for women, and in the
rest rooms we insist on ·. . . "
"Susie, that's enough!"
"Well, wish us luck, Daddy.
You have to fight for everything you get, these days. I
need to get my placards and
pennants ready. We're each
carrying a broom-stick with a
brassiere flying from the
top. Watch for me on TV."
"All right, dear. Telephone
if you need -bail .. But remember. one thing. Don't come to
me expecting· to Feceive any
reparations payments for the
years , you've suffered under
male expolitation."
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USF, US Join Forces
To Tackle Area Needs
By RABUN CHAPPELL

Bounding Upward
Upward Bound and HEP students work out' during summer
program at U,SF;

Mass . .Comm·unlcations ·
D'ept. Plans Mo·ving
I

l>lans are going .ahead f~r
the establishing · of a Department of Mass Commi.mic~tions at USF. "A proposal for
the new department has· been
sent to USF president Dr:
John S. Allen .for his · authorization," Dr. Arthur M. Sanderson, chairman of the Journalism Program, said. After
authorization, the proposal
wiU be sent to the Board ot'
Regents and to .t he university
senate for acceptance.

be e,stablished,.'' Dj-. Sanqers

son said. ·;·
',

capable of being served. ,
One of the most hopeful
things, according · to Dean
Edwin Martin, College of
Basic Studies, is that students
can now get credit in the
American Ideas course for social service, either in the
inner city or rural areas.
Martin also has promoted
an increase in the number of
disadvantaged students who
can attend lJSF. In one project, waivers are given to students who cannot meet the academic. ,requirements for adm1ss10n. Volunteers among
the faculty sponsor individual
students to help them through
the first two years, at the end
of which they hope to · have
them ready to maintain academic standing adequate for
eventual graduation.

· Time was when CQ.mmunity
involvement for many colleges and universities meant
a food basket at Thanksgiving
and Christmas, o~ an egg hunt
- at Easter ·for the kills at the
_local ·orphange. That no longer is true.
USF is an example of the
changes that have taken
place. Ranging from one of
the largest Upward Bound
programs in the nation, with
· an enrollment of 250 this year, _
to a small group of faculty
members . spons9rifig students
from disadvantaged areas,
projects ~include participation
in the High School Equivalency Progra~ (HEP) , . the
Model Cities program (one of
· two in the state), Student
Government sponsored tutorPLANS DEVELOPING uning among, juvenile delinder Dr. Raymond Wheeler,
quents, agd plans in the makchairman of Sociology, call
ing for an urban studies profor eventual establishment of
gram.
an uroan . studies program:
This would give 'support to the
ACTIVITY PROMISES . to
already active . Model . Cities .
grow rather than decrease.
program; another ··government"The only thirig that holds u·s
university . • community coback is lack of funds," says
operative
effort.
Prof. Earlene Dickey, associ. · Government will likely con. ated with both Upward Bound
·~nd HEP.' Resources now iri , · tinue to use the University as
the state, she explained, are
a resou~ce both for communidealing with 1500 in Upward . ty help, national ·re$earch,
Bound whereas 1the State .De- • and as a source of guidance in
partment proJe~ts that . there
other areas. Student qovernare 15,000 who are _pot~ntially
. ment Pres. . Steve · Anderson's .

'

NOW. GAINING RAPIDLY

Coeds To Outnumber Males?
Women studenf$ will s09J}
outnumber · men at USF:', ,i f
present trends .continue. ·Perceptage of females registering
has risen steadiiy since fall, :.
1960, when · USF opened. Such
an increa·s e reflects the na- .
tional trend.
·
. It is expected that in 1975
more than ,300,000 women will
graduate from c o 11 e g e
- throughout the United States.

With the · establishment of
the new department, BA degrees in journalism will be offered to USF - students. "A
survey conducted last year
The first freshman class at
showed that 75 to 100 USF stuUSF included 804 females,. or
40.27 per cent of the total en~
dents would have majored in
Jo,u rnalism if the degree had · rollment. Recent figures for
Quarter I, 1968-69, reveal that
been available," Dr. Sander5,412 females made up .46.27
son said.
per cent of total enrollment.
At this r·ate, women will preFour courses in . journalism
dominate by 1976 with a ma- ·
now are· offered to the stu_jority of 52.27 per cent;
dents. To achieve a BA . deBY THE YEAR 2000 about
gree- in journalism, the stuhalf of all American women
dent rnm;;t go elsewhere.
will have spent at least year
Dr. Sanderson also said that
in college or in advanced
the survey indicated that
training of some kind. As
only_ three to four students
recently as 1950 almost half
from a total of 150 to l75 jourthe nation's women over 25
nalism - interest students
had never attended high
were able to transfer to Unischool.
versity of Florida for comple-In graduate education at
tion of.their degree.
USF more men than women -:-now are seeking master of
"We had 904 enrollments-in
arts and higher degrees. Howjournalism c.ourses in the
1968-69 -academic year. I am
ever, females - who are studying part-time towar'd M.A. defaifly confident that within
grees are in the majority. ·
the next year, due to the need
.Greater numbers of women
and the demand, a Mass Communications Department will
are concentrated in the fields ·

of education, including coun'4
seling and library . aud10'visua1. ·
1

•.

•

.

WHAT ARE THE career. oc-

cupations open to this increasing numb,e r of women students? USF Director of Place•
ment Don Colby says that
more large companies are interviewing women applicants\

and ·a few have hired worrien
this year. Best opportunities
for women still lie in educa0
tion, he believes. In fields
more competitive with men,
chemistry, engineering, and
· accounting are tops. The
woinen interested in Feder•
al Govemment employment
should specialize in a technical area.

a

t.eache.rs Le.cirn, Too
Working on this seetion of the Oracle supplement produced
during a workshop for high school- journalism advisers are,
, from left, Mrs.. Phyllis Stafford, Mrs. Diane Athanson, and
Mrs. Fae Ensslin.

participation in plans for the
1970 White House Conference
on Youth and Children is evidence.
In the next decade, this
seems likely to increase. "The ·
inteUectual monastery set
apart from the world with an
occasional gesture in the
direction of the community is
a thing of the past," said Dr.
Joseph Bondi, USF College of
Education.
The model cities program,
also federally funded, seeks to
develop model communities in
areas designated by the Federal Goven;iment. The Unversity's contribution is primarily through its expert re- •
sources.
"BUT IT'S a two-way
thing," Bondi added. "Our
kids who work in this get tremendous returns. They make
p r a c t i c a 1 application of
theories we used to talk
about."
That seems to be one answer to the cry for relevance.
What will be the · picture 10,,_
years · from now? Evidence
points to deeper and broader
involvement.
When better
than 75 per cent of USF Upward Bound graduates are
now in good standing in their
chosen colleges, when 50 high
school drop-outs are back in
school under the sponsorship
of HEP, when the city of
Tampa has · open channels to
the expertise of the University
to belp solve such problems
~s pollution, overcrowding, 4
and efficient use of resources,
when enthusiasm runs 'high
among University personnel,
.. it is difficult to imagine a re. versal of the tr.end.

700 Attend
_ Workshops
. Can't teach an old dog new
tricks? Maybe not, but over
700 ·teachers and administra- 1
tors have accepted an invitation by USF's College of Edu·cation to attend one or more
of a series of workshops this
summer to learn so111e new
"tricks."
The areas range from "An
Approach to Weaving" to
"Latin American Culture,"
f:rom "Designing the Kindergarten Program" ·to "Problems of Drug Abuse in Secon- ..
dary and Junior H i g h ·
School," and from a "Space
Science Workshop" to "Black
Language and Literature."
There are 59 workshops offered in three sessions of two
weeks each.
Session III begins July 23.
Each workshop offers 4
graduate credit hours, which
can be applied toward renewal of certification and recency
of credit.,
The program, which is in its
first year of existence, was innovated by Dr. Raymond A.
Urbanek, assistant dean of
the College of Education.
' 1
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Hurrian•ities · S✓oar
Along With ·Arts
By TONY FROMHART
Dean Edwin. P. Martin of the College of Basic Studies sees
a rising interest in the humanities at USF. He points to this in- •
creasing trend of more engineers, social scientists, and business majors taking humanities as electives.
Why is there this increase? Dean Martin .says succinctly
that the humanities supply certain needs of the human person.
And even though there is an increase in the University enrollment in these areas, he foresees no immediate change in the
curriculum because .of what the schools are not doing. In fa,ct,
out~ide of English and a scattered emphasis on the fine arts,
he sees little improvement in the humanities in the schools, ·
and this affects USF too.
A,change, though, in the schools which will affect USF is a
change to relevancy. "Getting away from Silas Marner," _as
Dean Martin encourages, and• getting. into contemporary literature, when and where this is possible, will help the ·hum,;mities to build a continually progr~ssive curriculum.
Again, in order to perpetually form a more creative and
demanding program, the schools must see the need for something like the fine ·arts. Harrison-W. Covington, associate dean
of Fine Arts, says that students are "basically untrained when
they come to us. Training in .music _is basically from private
lessons."
·
However, even with the limited formal knowledge of the
fine arts in the schools, there is an increase in this area at
USF.
For example, in the academic year 1966-1967 there was a
46 per cent increase in the fine art's .enrollment 9ver the year ·
1965-1966, in 1967-1968 there was ~ 5~ per cent increase:.ov~I"
1~-1961, and in 1968-1969 there was :a 41.8 per cent increase
over 1967-1968. And, of course, with such an increase, .Dean
Covington adde.d that there is a "desperate need for expan-.
sion."
,.
.,
,
Beginning in one room in the ·basement of ,the Univer.;;ity
Center, the arts have gro_wn and_are .continually g_rowing. Tllis
continual growth, Pean Covington admi~, is part of the continual expansion ot USF. Nev~rtheless, he prefers to add some
further reasons for such an increase." . ·
· . .
,' 'I like to think it's the quality of the activity and the qual•
ity of our times".'' He admits that the.. faculty is professional,
and he looks on our times as not interested in seeking the
"more 'practical' goals of society.,,
'
Covington also views the Fine Arts Depar~ent as a continual stimulus to the community, even though the' compiunity
might not be ·aware of the stimulus. Soon the London Symphony will perform in the community under the. co-sponsorsip of
the Tampa Tribune, and the department is developing programs in order .~o,"'participate, in the fine arts, eithe~ as an audience 1or as actors. "Talent can i be found anywhere," says
Covi~gton, and there is much tal nt in Tampa's ghettos that
7
may never be found.
There seems to be many reasons for the growth and interest in the humanities, and more specifically the fine arts, at
USF. But perhaps Covington expresses the basic reason for
the blooming enthusiasm of the present and future when he
says: "Imagine a world that has not felt the impact of artists
in various fields." ·
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Drawing .of New Medical Building

Med .School , Clas'ses .
Scheduled For: 1972
.
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USF Looms As Urban ·Center
Talk with the men who plan
the life of the University of
South Florida, and · you talk
with men filled with dreams
for a future. They · foresee
25,000 students hurrying atiout
the 1,374 acre campus.
Planners see USF as an urban center geared closely to

the lives and · interests of big
city dwellers. Most will be
either upper level transfers
within easy commuting dis- tance, or·· graduate students.
This will . most likely reduce
student housing to a minimum. Even now, plans for
converting much of the exist-

Parking Problems Pr~sent at USF
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ing student housing into classroom and 9ffice space are being studied.
DR. RAYMOND :A. Urbanek,
assistant dean for student personnel of the College of Education, sees "p~aprofessipnal" training as one of· USF's
chief contributions to the SO·
ciety of th~ future.
.The College of Engineering
expects to offer doctor~! degrees in several specialti~s before 1971, as does. the School
• of Fine Arts. Social Sciences
expect to offer courses lead. ing' to doctorates in Political
Science . and · Sociplogy within
two years, while the Division
of Natural Sciences - and
Mathematics has plans for
doc_toral p,rograms· in mathematics, physics, and geology
very ·near completion. . .
Based on solid accomplish-

ments up to this time, the Astronomy Department, under
the direction of Dr. Heinrich
Eichhorn von Wurmb, antici. pates a very fruitful graduate
program a decade hence.
USF; HAS the largest ' program in Cooperative Education in the South, according to
Harris W. Dean, vice president for ·4,cademic Affairs. He
is .certain tlw. t these people
will be even more in d_eniand
. in the· next_decade than they
are now.
Ample parking space and
centralized services are expected to ·be a benefit both ·to
students and faculty members. !Iigh rise . parking decks
capable of storing thousands
of comµmter cars ·are planned
for the . future. This will allow
more space for college facili·ties.
·
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doctor-patient ratio · of 1-1000 .
Medical schools at that time
were·producing only 7,400.
Florida ,s the eighth largest
state in popu4ttion and is one
' of the fastest growing, . 17.~
per cent against a national
average of ·.6 per_cent. In 1960
the population of. Florida was
. 4,952,000. The projected population for 1975 is 8,340,000.
The "Setting of Higher Education in Florida," a report
for the then Board of Control,
said in the chapter, 'Manpow-.
er Needs and Resources,' that
·the national average ratio of
physicians to population in
1959 Was 1~783. The/ 1900 statistics showed the number of
practicing physicians in Florida to be 5,376 or a ratio of one
physician to each ·921.
ACCORDING to a report
prepared by Dr. Allen and Dr.
A. H. Lawton, Florida will
need 3,804 to 4,454 1physicians
between 1960-70 to replace
losses and to meet growth
needs. The University of
Miami and .the University of
Florida at the time of the report were graduating between
125 to 140 physicfans per year.
The projected supply based on
this figure was 1,052 graduates.
The demand to maintain a
1-921 ratio was between 3,804
and 4,454, leaving deficit of
between 2,752 and 3,634 physicians.
USF is located in the hub of
a 21-coun_ty area that ·by 197'3''
is projected to . contain , ap- •
proximately 40 per. cent of
Florida's population. There
are 12 accredited hospitals 'i,n .
Tampa.
· ·
'
What' remains to be done is
for . USF administration', state
officials and HEW to agree on
the course of action .and properly fm:id the operation ..
The request for funds,
turned down in December,
1968, from HEW is scheduled
to be presented again in November, 1969, after . a July
presentation had been post-
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